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Abstract 
Since the volume of machine-readable documents is growing tremendously, es-
pecially in the Internet domain, Information Retrieval becomes a hot research 
topic worldwide. The first task in information retrieval is index extraction and 
there are many researches in this area for Western languages, especially for 
English. However, there is much fewer researches for the Chinese language. In 
this thesis, an integrated method of index extraction for Chinese documents is 
proposed. As noun phrases serve as an important content indicator of a doc-
ument, we focus on extracting indexes from Chinese noun phrases. Different 
types of Chinese noun phrases are described and a syntactic based index extrac-
tion algorithm is proposed. The proposed index extraction algorithm deals with 
most general Chinese noun phrases, except compound nouns as they cannot be 
syntactically parsed easily. Experimental results show that compound nouns 
should not be ignored in noun phrase indexing. The algorithm was, therefore, 
enhanced with a contextual based method for indexing compound nouns. The 
i 
method makes use of the contextual information of the compound noun itself. 
This method was integrated to the syntactic based Chinese noun phrase index-
ing algorithm. The evaluation results of the integrated noun phrase indexing 
algorithm show that it can achieve good performance with precision of 86.3% 
and recall of 97.8%. 
ii 
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Information retrieval^ is a technology that helps in retrieving documents from a 
huge document collection according to some requirement specifications (which 
are usually expressed in a semi-natural language query). The retrieved docu-
ments are usually ranked when presented to the users. With the development 
of World Wide Web over Internet, the need for information retrieval is more 
significant. In general, information retrieval involves two processes, the back-
end process (including document analysis, index extraction and index database 
creation) and the retrieval process (including query processing, document re-
trieval and document presentation). In the back-end process, after digitization 
of the documents (either by using word processor or OCPt technology), an anal-
iThe term "information retrieval" was introduced by Mooers [41] in 1950 in the literature 
of documentation. 
2 
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ysis is performed and indexes are extracted based on the analytical results. An 
index database, which will be referenced later in the retrieval process, is then 
built. The retrieval process is initiated by a user query, specifying the desirable 
documents. Afterwards, the query is processed by the query processor where 
it is transformed into a set of indexes. The indexes are used for retrieving 
the relevant documents from the document collection, through consulting the 
index-base. Lastly, the retrieved documents, ranked by some criteria, are dis-
played for browsing. This thesis is about index extraction, and in particular, 
we focused on indexing Chinese documents using noun phrases. 
The reason for using noun phrases is that the retrieval performance is ex-
pected to be better than that of keyword indexing. Consider the following 
scenario (see Figure 1.1): Query is a noun phrase W1W2^ and the related doc-
uments are those containing noun phrases W1W2 and W1W2W3 (the shaded 
portions in the figure). 
If full-inverted keyword indexing was used, the retrieved documents set 
would be those containing W\, WikW2^ W1W2, P^iT^2%, W^^W^W^Wy^ and 
W2 (i.e. the area enclosed by the two circles in the figure). The recall would 
be 100%, but the precision would only be 
W^\ and W2 are words in the noun phrase. 
^W\kW2 denotes those contain both Wi and W2 but they are separated. 
^WxW1W2Wy denotes those contain the word sequence WxW\W2Wy where W1W2 is not 
a noun phrase. 
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/ / \ \ Query = W1W2 
/ / ^ l &^2 \ \ 
[ , W ^ w. 
, 1 7 7 7 7 / 7 7 7 , , 
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^ 3 Related document set 
Figure 1.1: A Venn diagram for a retrieval scenario. 
d{W1W2) + d{W1W2W3)  
d{Wi) + d{W1SzW2) + d{W1W2) + d{W1W2Ws) + d{W:,W1W2Wy) + d{W2) 
(1.1) 
where d{WiWj) denotes document set containing the noun phrase 'WiW/' . In 
general, the precision would be quite low, as the denominator of the Equation 
1.1 contained four other affecting terms, d{Wi), d{W1kW2), d{Wa:W1W2Wy) 
and d{W2). 
The above employs the OR Boolean operation. An alternative approach 
in Boolean retrieval is to use the AND operator. As such the query would be 
"Wi AND W2". The resultant retrieved document set would be those containing 
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W1&LW2, W1W2, W1W2W3 and W^W1W2Wy (i.e. the intersection oftwo circles). 
The precision would be 
d{WrW2) + c^C^iH^H^)  
d{W1kW2) + d{W1W2) + d{WiW2Ws) + d{W^W1W2Wy) 、•) 
which is higher than that of Equation 1.1 while the recall remains the same. 
On the other hand, if we could identify the noun phrases and extracted 
them as indexes, the retrieved documents set would be those containing W1W2 
(i.e. the upper part of the shaded portion in the figure). The precision 
would be 100% and the recall — 【 二 二 ~ ~ • In general, d{WiW2Ws) < 
[d{W1kW2)+d{W:,W1W2Wy)] < [d{W1)+d{W1kW2)+d{W^W1W2Wy)+d{W2)], 
and the recall is higher than the precisions of the keyword indexing cases ( see 
Equation 1.1 & 1.2). The overall retrieval performance would be better than 
keyword indexing. 
Now our study goes further than this. Given a document, the noun phrases 
are analyzed and based on the analysis, all possible indexes within each in-
dividual noun phrase are extracted. In this way, the recall is improved as 
the retrieved documents now cover both the upper and the lower part of the 
shaded portions in the figure, i.e. the numerator of the recall approaches to 
{d{W1W2) + d{W1W2W3)), and the recall approaches to 100%. The overall 
retrieval performance is generally better than that of keyword indexing. 
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1.1 Chinese Indexing using Noun Phrases 
Our work are based on Chinese language because, firstly, Chinese is our mother-
tongue, and it is widely used in Asia (including China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
and Singapore) ； secondly, there are relatively fewer research reports in the area 
of Chinese information retrieval, compared to the Western world (e.g. those 
for English). 
In information retrieval, noun phrase serves as a meaningful content indi-
cator [10][19] [36]. Hence, we focus on using noun phrases for indexing Chinese 
documents in our work. In order to make this possible, we have to pre-process 
the raw documents. As Chinese, does not have clear inter-word delimiters, a 
raw document has to be word-segmented first. [65] The word-segmented doc-
ument is tagged by an automatic tagger^. We use the maximum probability 
approach [29] [30] to extract noun phrases. The extracted noun phrases are 
parsed using the Chinese Noun Phrase Partial Parser (CNP3) [56] [57]. Indexes 
are then extracted from the parse tree structure. This framework is depicted 
in Figure 1.2. 
We propose a method for indexing the general noun phrases. Two ambigu-
ous noun phrases, namely De-de noun phrases and conjunctive noun phrases 
are also studied. Experimental results on these two ambiguous structure show 
^In our implementation, the tagger developed by Tsinghua University [69] was used. 
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Figure 1.2: The framework of our work. 
that compound noun cannot be ignored in the index extraction process (see in 
Section 4.10). Unfortunately, compound nouns, due to their nature, are more 
complex than general noun phrases and cannot be effectively handled by our 
noun phrase partial parser. For this reason, we propose a contextual approach 
for indexing compound nouns. This was integrated to our Chinese noun phrases 
indexing algorithm. Experimental results of the integrated algorithm show that 
it can achieve good performance. 
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1.2 Objectives 
As mentioned above, compared to Western languages, there are much fewer 
research work on Chinese information retrieval, let alone noun phrase indexing. 
Although, there are a number of related work on English, it is uncertain whether 
noun phrases are indeed effective for information retrieval in Chinese. In this 
thesis, we propose a new index extraction algorithm for Chinese documents 
using noun phrases and prove that it is effective. Our work crosses the domain 
of information retrieval and natural language processing (NLP). 
1.3 An Overview of the Thesis 
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2，the background 
of information retrieval and some historical changes that influence information 
retrieval technology are provided. Also, some related work on automatic in-
dex extraction is described. Chapter 3 describes general Chinese noun phrases. 
Although there is no standard agreement on the definition of Chinese noun 
phrases among linguists, we will describe the basic elements comprising a noun 
phrase. This helps to give an idea of what a Chinese noun phrase should be. 
In addition, three most common types of structural ambiguous Chinese noun 
phrases, namely conjunctive noun phrases, de-de noun phrases, and compound 
nouns, are discussed and their occurrence statistics are given. Chapter 4 briefly 
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describes the pre-processing of raw documents before noun phrase index ex-
traction. Then it focuses on our algorithm for indexing general Chinese noun 
phrases. This algorithm covers the first two of the aforesaid structural ambigu-
ous noun phrases. However, the experimental results on the algorithm were 
not satisfactory due to the third type of ambiguous structure. Hence, we made 
some enhancements to the algorithm. These are detailed in Chapter 5. Two 
approaches for indexing the third type of structural ambiguous noun phrases 
(i.e., compound nouns) are proposed and discussed. One approach is the corpus 
learning approach in which co-occurrence information of two terms are learned 
from a corpus. Sub-compounds of a compound noun are extracted as indexes by 
making use of these co-occurrence information. The other approach, the con-
textual approach, indexes a compound noun by making use of the contextual 
information of the compound noun itself. The experimental results show that, 
the second approach is better than the corpus learning approach. Therefore it 
is integrated into the general noun phrase indexing algorithm. Experimental 
results of the integrated indexing algorithm is given in Chapter 6 while the last 
chapter concludes the thesis and provides some directions on future research in 
the same area. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
In this chapter, the influence of technological changes to information retrieval 
is outlined, this is followed by some related work in this area. At the end of this 
chapter, we highlight our approach to automatic index extraction for Chinese 
documents. 
2.1 Technology Influences on Information Re-
trieval 
Texts, documents and books existed long ago when language and writing tools 
were invented. A library system was used to collect all those books and doc-
uments. In such a system, the librarians index the books manually, mostly 
according to some pre-defined subjects. One could then find them according 
10 
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to these subject indexes. This traditional form of information retrieval is still 
widely in use today. 
In the 70's, the development of computer typesetting meant that many doc-
uments were prepared using computers with machine readable format. This 
paved a path towards an electronic library (or digital library). Digital library 
is a concept in which all 'books’ are in electronic format and are stored in a 
distributed environment using networking technology. Users access these elec-
tronic books by using a computer connected to a network. With the help of 
computers, electronic books or documents can be accessed in an efficient way. 
In the 80's, the development of CD-ROM and its widespread usage brought an 
entirely new way of information delivery. A single CD-ROM can hold about 
650M bytes of data, i.e. it can hold a few inches thick dictionary or a series 
of magazines. Moreover, with the advancement in digital audio and digital 
video technologies, multimedia data can also be stored on the CD-ROM. This 
opened up more channels for publications. In fact, nowadays, there are nu-
merous publications available in CD-ROM format. In the 90's, the growth of 
World Wide Web technology over the Internet allows everyone to share their 
information globally. There are now over ten million World Wide Web pages on 
the Internet and this figure is growing day by day. On the other hand, another 
maturing technology, DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), which probably will re-
place CD-ROM in the near future, can store up to 15.9 gigabytes of data. Both 
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the popularity of the Internet and the amazing capacity of CD-ROM/DVD will 
speed up the realization of electronic publication. 
With the enormous amount of available documents, one cannot find the 
documents that he/she wants solely by scanning through documents after doc-
uments, or books after books, or web-pages after web-pages. Hence, we must 
have a way to index all the documents. As such in locating a document, one 
can consult the index database (referred as index-base hereafter). This helps 
to access the required documents in a quick and direct way. Information re-
trieval provides technology behind all this. It allows us to retrieve the relevant 
information (text documents) in an effective and efficient way with the help of 
computers. In general, information retrieval involves the following six stages 
(see Figure 2.1): 
Back-end process 
I. d o c u m e n t ana lys is where digitized raw text documents ( l ) i 
are analyzed e.g., by using syntactic technique. 
Analyzed documents (2) (e.g. part-of-speech 
tagged, syntactically parsed) are passed to the 
next stage for index extraction. 
II. i ndex e x t r a c t i o n where a set of indexes (3) are extracted based 
on the analytical result. 
III. index-base c reat ion where encoded indexes (4) (e.g. in B-tree or 
hash table) are stored in an index-base 
for efficient access during retrieval. 
1(1) denotes the dataflow of the back-end process in the figure. 
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Retrieval process  
IV. que ry processing where a query [a]i, specified by a user 
is processed, and results in a set of 
relevant indexes [b] for accessing the 
index-base. 
V. d o c u m e n t r e t r i e v a l where the pointers to the relevant 
documents [c] are obtained from the 
index-base and required documents [d 
are retrieved from the document base. 
VI. d o c u m e n t p r e s e n t a t i o n where the retrieved documents [e] are 
presented to the user. The documents 
are ranked and may further allow 
user to re-submit another query based 
on the retrieved results (this query 
re-submission process is common 
referred to as relevance feedback). 
The re-submitted query [f] undergo 
the same retrieval process again. 
1 [a] denotes the dataflow of the retrieval process in the figure. 
In the next section, we will outline the major research work in information 
retrieval; in particular, we will focus on automatic index extraction. 
2.2 Related Work 
2.2.1 S t a t i s t i c a l / K e y w o r d App roaches 
Luhn [34] [35] devised a method of automatic abstracting in which the selection 
of words were based on occurrence frequency. Note that words which are either 
too rare or too common are ignored. Baxendale [3] carried out an experiment 
using a similar method for indexing by comparing human with machine pro-
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Figure 2.1: The overall picture of information retrieval. 
cedures for word extraction. Bar-Hillel [1] extracted index words based on the 
ratio of relative frequency within the document to relative frequency within 
the language. Cohen [7] used n-gram analysis to select index terms from the 
text for abstracting. Salton [50] developed a fully automatic document re-
trieval system (called SMART). Index extraction was keyword based. Its index 
representation model the vector model [52], is still widely used in many 
contemporary information retrieval systems. Documents were first filtered by 
a stop-word list. A stop-word is a word that are neutral to the documents and 
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would be meaningless if it was extracted as an index, e.g. the, a, is, etc. The 
remaining words, called keywords, were extracted and according to their occur-
rence frequency, a document vector was formed with each keyword as the vec-
tor component and the magnitude of that vector component was calculated by 
multiplying its occurrence frequency and its inverted document frequency, i.e. 
document frequency x occurrence frequency in\he document collection' ^^" 
trieval of documents was done by correlating the vector of the query to the 
document vector. The correlation was based on their dot-product. 
2.2.2 Syn tac t i ca l approaches 
It is well-known that using keywords for indexing leads to moderate retrieval 
performance only. Some researchers tried to improve retrieval performance by 
employing natural language processing techniques for index extraction. This 
is sensible since documents were written in natural language. There were re-
searchers who applied syntactic information to information retrieval. 
Syntactic approach was also attempted using SMART [51]. The system 
used phrase dictionaries called criterion phrases dictionaries which was pre-
pared manually. Each dictionary listed out all important phrases in different 
domains. Phrases were represented by syntactic dependency trees. Syntac-
tic phrase detection was then achieved by analyzing an input sentence using 
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phrase structure grammar and comparing them with the entries in the criterion 
phrases dictionary. Syntactic phrases, in addition to keywords, were then used 
as indexes. The syntactic approach led to poorer overall performance (better 
recall but lower precision). The main reason was that the dependency logic 
used in the system was too coarse to permit the correct identification of those 
phrases whose components were not located. Some phrases were unable to be 
identified because they were not accountable for in the grammar set. 
Metzler [39] [40] used two syntactic relations, dependency and scope in their 
approach and assumed the binary branching hypothesis. Sentences of the doc-
uments were parsed and the dependency and scope relationships were deter-
mined. They were then represented in binary dependency trees. Query was 
parsed and encoded in the same way. Matching between a query and docu-
ments was done by comparing the words in the query and the documents with 
their respective relationship. If a match was found, the document would be 
claimed to be related to the query (at least to a certain extent). Ambiguities, 
which were unavoidable when syntactic parsing was used, were handled by con-
sidering all the possibilities, i.e. when multiple parse trees resulted, all of them 
were tried in the matching processing. In the paper, the author did not give 
any evaluation result. 
In addition to that, Sheridan [53] also assumed the binary branching hy-
pothesis. Syntactical binary trees encoding the structural information of the 
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sentences were formed by parsing all the sentences in the documents. A syn-
tactical binary tree for the query was generated. The two binary trees were 
compared to determine the similarities between the document and the query. 
When these two binary trees matched (either exactly or partially), the docu-
ment would become a candidate for retrieval. The results of this approach was 
not satisfactory. One of the reasons was that synonyms were not accounted for. 
In the above two approaches, it is observed that: 
1. Tree matching was NP-Complete. 
2. The effectiveness of the binary branching hypothesis was skeptical. 
3. The grammatical ambiguities encountered in either the document or the 
query were not handled properly. 
4. Full sentence syntax analysis was immature for any serious application. 
2.2.3 Semant ic approaches 
Besides, syntactic approaches, some researchers used semantic information for 
index extraction. Humphrey [18] used a frame-based knowledge representa-
tion language to assist in indexing medical documents. Ginsberg [16] prepared 
a lattice-structured thesaurus for automatic index extraction and information 
retrieval. It contained domain specific terms. By scanning through the docu-
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ments, the concept references of the words were determined with their word 
senses disambiguated. All the concept references and their broader terms 
formed the indexes of the document. Vleduts-Stokolov [60] defined a set of 
concept primitives in biological science domain. By making use of the concept 
primitives, a formalized language was developed for semantic representation 
of biological texts and subject headings. The semantic representations of the 
subject headings (which were used as indexes) were compared with those of 
the biological texts. A weighting technique was used to rank a subject head-
ing and to determine whether it should be used as an index for the biological 
text. Indexes extracted were compared with those produced by the editors. 
Experimental results showed that this method was comparable to the manual 
indexing procedure. 
2.2.4 N o u n Phrases A p p r o a c h 
Fagan [10] stated that: “…noun phrases are generally considered to be a good 
source of words and phrases that are valuable indicators of document content.“ 
Hence, rather than complex full sentences (as described in Section 2.2.2), some 
researchers focused on noun phrases instead. 
Maeda [36] also claimed that "... noun phrases which generally express 
important concepts in the document ...". Maeda extracted noun phrases as sig-
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nificant phrases for documents. A domain specific dictionary was prepared and 
was used for term checking (against the words extracted from the titles and ab-
stracts) .The checked terms were divided into four categories: Deletion words, 
Adjective words, Weak noun words, and Strong noun words. Noun phrases 
were extracted according to two pre-defined patterns of the above categories. 
Experiments were carried out using 346 computer science research papers. The 
extracted phrases were compared with that supplied by the authors of the doc-
uments. The result showed that the phrases extracted by using this approach 
was comparable to those supplied by the authors. 
Fagan [10][11] investigated the use of noun phrase indexing for information 
retrieval. Both statistical and syntactical approaches were proposed. He ex-
tracted indexes from the syntactic parse trees of the noun phrases (the syntacti-
cal approach) or by using co-occurrence information (the statistical approach). 
Queries were analyzed in the same way. During retrieval, indexes extracted 
from the queries were compared with those of the documents using the vector 
model. Experiments were carried out using CACM and CISI document collec-
tions. From the experimental results, the noun phrase indexing method was 
proved to give a better result than keyword indexing method. 
Similarly, Dillon [8] also used the syntactic approach on noun phrases. A 
set of refined part-of-speech tags was used for index extraction. A dictionary of 
acceptable patterns of refined part-of-speech tags of noun phrases was prepared. 
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This dictionary was used to extract noun phrases from documents by compar-
ing the part-of-speech tags with those in the dictionary. The extracted noun 
phrases were then standardized by some canonical forms. This was to com-
bine noun phrases that differ in minor ways. The 'standardized' noun phrases 
were grouped by their overlapping elements. These were the indexes and rep-
resented by the vector model. Experiments were carried out using the titles 
and abstracts from 250 library science master's papers and 22 natural language 
queries. Again, the experimental results showed that this noun phrase indexing 
approach out-performed a keyword based indexing system. 
2.2.5 Chinese I n f o r m a t i o n Re t r i eva l 
Researches in Chinese information retrieval is relatively more primitive. Tseng 
59] and Chien [6] used character-based indexing method for Chinese text re-
trieval. The retrieval performance, as expected, was not satisfactory. Liang 
31] improved this by a statistical approach which filtered out the adjacency 
false hits of disyllabic Chinese terms. Zonren [70] built a system for indexing 
Chinese documents by using custom built dictionary of synonyms. Indexes were 
extracted from titles and abstracts by means of statistical weighting methods. 
However, no retrieval performance evaluation results were reported. Wong [64 
implemented an information retrieval system for Chinese using word-based full 
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inverted indexing. Documents were word-segmentation and an inverted index 
base was built. 
2.3 Our Approach 
For a full text searching document retrieval system, one straightforward ap-
proach in index extraction is based on full inverted indexing in which all the 
words appear in a document are indexed. But conventional word based inverted 
indexes do not account for any syntactical information leading to low precision. 
Consider noun phrases for a moment. If we have a noun phrase, say with three 
words {w1w2ws) and all the words are indexed (with each word served as a 
separate index), high recall but low precision will result. The reason is that a 
query of W1W2W^ will also retrieve documents containing either wi, w2, or w3 
which may not be relevant to W1W2Ws. On the other hand, if only the entire 
noun phrase is indexed, there is a problem of information loss, resulted in low 
recall. For example, let's assumed that WiWs and W2W3 are valid noun phrases 
and they have a similar meaning as W1W2W3. If either of them is used in a 
query, information will be lost and recall will drop since neither W1W3 nor W2W3 
is an index. The above flaw also applies at document and sentence levels as a 
document consists of a number of sentences and a sentence, in turn, contains 
one or more noun phrases. Thus, the document retrieval performance can be 
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seriously affected. One way to tackle this problem is to analyze and determine 
the internal structures of the noun phrases or sentences; and from the internal 
structures, extract meaningful terms to serve as indexes. For example, referred 
to the previous example, ifwe know the structure of the noun phrase, W1W2W3, 
is as follows: 
^?\^ 
0 ^ ^ ' 
W2 
wiws and W2W3 can be extracted as indexes (since both wi and W2 modify w3). 
The retrieval performance, both in recall and precision, will be improved. In 
our approach, we employ a Chinese noun phrase partial parser to obtain struc-
tural information for index extraction. Before presenting the index extraction 
algorithm for Chinese noun phrases, we will first give an overview of Chinese 
noun phrases in the next chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Chinese Noun Phrases 
Since our work is based on Chinese noun phrases, we will have a review on 
different types of Chinese noun phrases. After that, we will investigate some 
Chinese noun phrases that are structurally ambiguous. 
3.1 Different types of Chinese Noun Phrases 
There is no doubt that noun phrases are rich in content in every document 
(since almost every proper sentences contain at least one noun phrase). More-
over, noun phrases are valuable indicators of document content [10][19] [36 . 
These two reasons are the main motivation of using noun phrases in our work. 
Although there is no standard agreement on the definition of Chinese noun 
phrases among linguists, in the following, we will outline the views of different 
23 
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camps in noun phrase research. 
According to Li [28], a common noun phrase can be of the following forms: 
1. a pronoun, e.g.我(1),我們(评6) 
2. a noun, e.g. .¾(horse),葡萄(8仏06), ^^t:(electric light) 
3. a noun plus other elements, which can be further divided into the following 
three types: 
• classifier phrases/measure phrases 
A classifier is a word that must occur with a number and/or a 
demonstrative, or certain quantifiers. 
e.g.三個人(让166 persons),這棧燈(1:11丨3 l a m p ) ,幾件衣服 ( 3 few 
garment). 
• associative phrases 
It is a type of modification where two noun phrases (NPs) are linked 
by the particle l^(de). 
e.g.我的 ^ (my home),中國 & Aa(population in China). 
• modifying phrases 
It can be either a relative clause or an attributive adjective, 
e.g..騎自行車的人(七匕6 person who ride a bicycle),天然顏 g(natural 
color). 
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4. a more complex Chinese noun phrase can consist of more than one of the 
above forms, e.g. classifier phrase + modifying phrase,三個騎自行車的 
>/v(three men who ride bicycles). 
Pun [46] also identified some forms of Chinese noun phrases, they are: 
1. N1 + N2 ("Noun Compound"), e.g.中國人民(口60口16 of China). 
2. Adj + N, e.g.小孩子(肚1;16 child). 
3. N1 + 的 + N2 ("Associative Phrase"), e.g.我的老師(!!^ teacher). 
4. Relative Clause + N, e.g.喜歡中國的女孩(& girl who loves China). 
5. Nominalized Noun - no head noun following 的，e.g.他吃的（灿6 food) 
that he eat). 
6. Appositive Clause + N, e.g.他生意失貝之的事(1;匕6 matter of the failure of 
his business). 
In addition, each of these forms allows insertion of measure phrase of the form 
"(specifier) + (number) + (unit)", e.g.我的兩位老師(1界0 teachers of mine). 
Tse [58] determined six syntactic categories of noun phrases: 
1. Simple Noun Phrase, e.g.大學(抂 university) 
2. Classifier/Measure Noun Phrase, e . g .三個 A(three persons) 
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3. Nominal Compound Noun Group, 
• Subordinate noun phrase, e .g .學生 ^ ^ ( s tuden t dormitory) 
• Apposition noun phrase, e.g.醫生 iJdr(doctors and nurses) 
• Compound noun, e.g.慶祝;^-f;^(celebration activities) 
4. Associative noun phrase, e .g .大學的 t^;^(facilities of a university) 
5. Co-ordinate noun phrase, e . g .光和 ^<fe(light and heat) 
6. Modifying noun phrase, 
• noun phrase with relative clause, e.g.唱歌白勺 A(the person who 
sings) 
• Attributive noun phrase, e.g.晴朗的天氣(丘打6 weather) 
• Genitive/Possessive noun phrase, e .g .我的 # ^ ( m y book) 
• Prepositional noun phrase, e.g.在書桌上的書本(1;卜6 book on the 
desk) 
In general, there is a common agreement on the types of noun phrases. How-
ever, they are just grouped in a different categories by different researchers. For 
instance, classifier phrase, associative phrase, nominal compound, etc. Among 
the three, Tse's [58] is a more complete definition of noun phrases and our work 
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is based on hers^. 
3.2 Ambiguous noun phrases 
In the following section, noun phrases that may lead to their structural ambi-
guity are outlined. The ambiguity that arises in syntactical analysis will result 
in multiple parse trees. Since this affects the results of document analysis, 
which may in turn affects our index extraction performance, ambiguity should 
be properly handled. 
3.2.1 A m b i g u o u s Eng l i sh N o u n Phrases 
In English, there are noun phrases that may lead to ambiguity during syntac-
tical parsing. The common ambiguous noun phrases are of the following types 
;i4][17]: 
• Conjunction (with Prepositional Phrase)^ 
e.g., 1) the tight budget and itinerary of the tour 
2) beautiful girls and ladies of the town 
There are two interpretations of the above phrases. In the first phrase, 
the "tight budget" is of "the tour" or of something else in the context. 
iNote that Tse's noun phrase partial parser was used in our work. 
2Some refer this problem as the Prepositional Phrase (PP) attachment problem. 
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In the second phrase, the adjective "beautiful" can modify the "girls", or 
both "girls and ladies". If "beautiful" only modifies "girls"，then further 
ambiguity similar to the first phrase arises. That is, whether the "beau-
tiful girls" are of "the town" or not. It can be seen that under the same 
structure, there can be more than one interpretation, leading to parsing 
ambiguity. 
• Compound noun 
e.g., 1) Chinese information retrieval 
2) word matching procedure 
In the first compound noun, "information" modifies "retrieval" and the 
combined phrase "information retrieval" is modified by the word "Chi-
nese" .Whereas in the second compound noun, "word" modifies "match-
ing" and "word matching" modifies "procedure". Again, the same struc-
ture gives two different interpretations. This is much more complicated 
if more than three terms are involved in the compound noun. 
3.2.2 A m b i g u o u s Chinese N o u n Phrases 
In Chinese, similar ambiguities in noun phrases are also observed. The three 
common types of ambiguous noun phrases are Conjunctive NP, De-de NP and 
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Compound noun. The following sections describe them in details using illus-
trative examples. 
I . C o n j u n c t i v e N P 




AP 的 八 € ! 0 吐 叩 
勤動 工人 和 晨民 
Figure 3.1: Parse tree of the NP “勤動的工人和農民”. 
/ \ C o n j - n p 
— Z 1 \ 
A 和 NP 
勤動 的 哀民 田地 
Figure 3.2: Parse tree of the NP “勤動的農民和田地”. 
In the first noun phrase (1), the phrase means hard-working worker and 
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hard-working farmer, as the modifier ‘i)) % (hard-working) ‘ modifies both，工 
A(workers)‘ and 'Ji. R,(farmers)' (see Figure 3.1 for its parse tree^). In the 
latter case (2), the phrase means hard-working farmer and farm, as the modifier 
‘iJ] f^ (hard-working)‘ only modifies ' ^ R,(farmers)', but generally not ’田地， 
(farm) (see Figure 3.2 for its parse tree). But one cannot distinguish which is 
the correct interpretation on pure syntactic grounds (since their part-of-speech 
tags are the same); further analysis such as semantic analysis is necessary. 
One of the approaches is selectional restriction [2] [48]. Selectional restriction 
is a set of semantic constraints that a word imposes on the other words with 
which it combines in the process of semantic interpretation. For example, the 
adjective，勤動，(hard-working) can combine with a word of human type (e.g. 
JLA(worker), $^ ^(farmer)), but not an object (e.g.田地(£310)), to form a 
meaningful concept. However, to specify the selectional restriction rules is a 
difficult issue [47] [49]. At present, there is no such resource for Chinese. 
I I . De-de N P 
The problem in a De-de NP^ is similar to the case in conjunction, i.e. the 
problem is about the scope of the modifier. Consider the following examples: 
1. 去年第四季度 的 百 分 之 一 點 一 的 水 平 
Le. XX de YY de ZZ 
2. 包 括 廣 大 知 識 分 子 在 内 的 工 人 階 級 内 部 的 團 結 
^Context-free grammar is used to produce the parse tree in the example. 
^De-de NP are those noun phrases with two or more 'de'(的). 
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The above noun phrases have the same syntactic pattern, i.e. XX de Y Y 
de ZZ; but they have different parse trees, and give different interpretations. 
1 / K 
NP 的 A O e - n p 
去年第四季度 百 分 之 一 點 一 的 水平 
Figure 3.3: Parse tree o f t h e N P “去年第四季度的百分之一點一的水平，，. 
y ^ De-np 
— Z 1 \ 
八 的 NP 
包括廣大知識分“^在内的 工人隋級内部 圓结 
Figure 3.4: Parse tree of the NP “包括廣大知識分子在内的工人階級内部的團 
么士” 
、、、口 • 
In the first phrase, the modifier，百分之一黑占——（1.1 percent)' modifies ’水 
^(level)' directly, whereas the modifier ’去年第四季度灿6 fourth season, last 
year)，modifies the whole phrase，百分之一點一的水平(16¥61 of 1.1%)，(see 
Figure 3.3). But in the second phrase, the modifier ’包括廣大杀口識分子在内， 
modifies，工人階級内部，，while the whole phrase ,包括廣大知識分子在内的工 
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人階、級内部，modifies，團結，(see Figure 3.4). Again, this problem cannot be 
resolved simply on syntactic grounds. 
I I I . C o m p o u n d N o u n s 
In a Chinese compound noun, similar to its English counterpart, the structure 
of the phrase can be difficult to determine. Hence, their modifying scope cannot 
be easily determined. Consider the following examples: 
1.廣大勞動人民 
2.刺激销售措施 
• 3 f^ ^  
Figure 3.5: Relationships among the elements of the compound noun “廣大勞動 
人民”. 
In the first compound, '^t;(;'(working) modifies，AK，(people), while ,廣 
大’(& large number of) modifies，勞動人民，(working people). See Figure 3.5 
for their relationships. But in the second compound,，^iJ^t，(stimulate) mod-
ifies ，销售’（saks)，and ’刺激销售，(81^ 1^口1&16 sales) modifies，措施，(81:仏{687). 
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y^Cpd-n 
/ ' • 
^ ^  
Figure 3.6: Relationships among the elements of the compound noun “刺激销售 
措施”. 
See Figure 3.6 for their relationships. By pure syntactical means, the internal 
structure of compound nouns cannot be determined. 
3.2.3 S ta t i s t i ca l da ta on the th ree N P s 
After studying 36 Chinese news articles from Renmin Ribao (人民日孝艮，a 
newspaper from China), each containing on the average of 20 sentences^, a sig-
nificant number (about 9.4%) of structural ambiguous noun phrases are found 
(see Table 3.1). 
Conjunction De-de Compound Noun Total 
No.ofNP II 93| 32| 11[ 136 
Percentage over total 6.5%~~2.2% 0.8%~~94% 
number of noun phrase 
Table 3.1: Statistics on three ambiguous noun phrases. 
In practice, one cannot resolve structural ambiguous noun phrases without 
^A total of about 20x36 = 720 sentences. 
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further analysis. These structural ambiguous noun phrases will lead to multiple 
parse trees. This will affect the performance of indexing. In the next chapter, 
we will discuss how we handle these ambiguities. Also, we will propose an index 
extraction method for two of the above ambiguous noun phrases (conjunctive 
noun phrase and De-de noun phrase). 
Chapter 4 
Index Extraction from De-de 
and Conjunctive NP 
Before noun phrase index extraction, the documents need some pre-processing 
first. A raw document need to be word-segmented and part-of-speech tagged. 
Noun phrases are then extracted and parsed. However these processing steps 
are not the main concern of this thesis. We will only highlight some issues 
in these processes in this chapter. This is followed by the discussion of pars-
ing ambiguity. After that, our indexing algorithm is presented together with 
experimental results. 
35 
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4.1 Word Segmentation 
Chinese is different from Latin-based languages in which there is no word de-
limiter to separate words. See Figure 4.1 for an example extracted from an 
article of a newspaper. 
幾年前，英國頭號計算機廠家1 (：匕公司不得不收起自己的自尊心而作了一 
項痛苦的決定，那就是爲自己生產的大型機講買富士通的 C P U 。 I • 1 説 
由於不必自己研製元件而能每年節約一億美元，這爲它帶來了很大的活動餘 
地。在採用日本〇 P u推出新大型機四年以後，該公司重新振興起來了。法 
國的布爾和意大利的 0 1 i V e t t丨公司也從衰退中恢複了景氣，至少部 
分原因是由於跟一家日本或美國公司合夥。 
Figure 4.1: A sample Chinese text extracted from a newspaper. 
People who comprehend Chinese language understand the above text with-
out any problem. However, a computing machine cannot determine the separa-
tion of a word, let alone understand the whole text. Word boundary determi-
nation is the first step in Chinese language processing. Usually a dictionary is 
employed to determine the word boundary. However, the boundaries of words 
are context-dependent, and different segmentations result in different interpre-
tations. Further, it usually involves unknown word detection to handle those 
words which are not in the dictionary, e.g. person names, place names, brand 
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names, etc., are frequent. Detailed studies can be found in [5][26][42][54][65][67^ . 
4.2 Part-of-speech tagging 
One major problem in tagging the part-of-speech of Chinese text is that there 
is no standard part-of-speech categorizations in the language. Furthermore, the 
absence of clear morphological indicators cause vague syntactic categorization, 
e.g. there are no tense and aspect markers. These make part-of-speech tag-
ging more difficult than English which has well-defined standard part-of-speech 
categorizations as well as morphological indicators. 
The part-of-speech tagger and the tag set that we employed are developed 
by Tsinghua University (清華大學）[69]. The part-of-speech categorizations 
are tabulated in Appendix B. 
4.3 Noun Phrase Extraction 
As our indexing method is based on noun phrases, they have to be first extracted 
from the documents using the method proposed by Li [29] [30]. Extracting 
Chinese noun phrases is not straight forward. Firstly, there is no standard 
agreement on the definition of a Chinese noun phrases. Secondly, a verb can 
appear within a Chinese noun phrase which makes it more difficult to extract. 
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For example, consider the following two phrases: 
1 .提高#乂811速度#ng m#usde方法#公运 
(the method of increasing the speed) 
2 .提高#vgn 汽車#[8 m#usde i t> t#ng 
(increase the speed of a car) 
The first phrase, “提高#vgn 速度#[8 6^#usde ：^ ^ # n g " , is a noun phrase, 
while the second phrase, "^ i%#vgn 汽車#ng 6^#usde 速度#明，，，which has 
the same syntactic pattern as the first, is a relative clause where the noun phrase 
boundary should be [ ^ ^ # n g 6^#usde 速度#明].These two examples have 
the same part-of-speech tags but the noun phrase boundary is different. These 
issues complicate noun phrase extraction as well as index analysis. 
The previously shown text when undergone the above-mentioned process-
ing will be word-segmented and part-of-speech tagged, and with noun phrase 
boundaries marked (see Figure 4.2). 
4.4 The Chinese noun phrase partial parser 
Our work is based on a noun phrase parser to determine the structure of noun 
phrases for index extraction. This section briefly describes the parser employed: 
CNP3 [57]. It uses a hybrid approach in a sense that syntactical parsing knowl-
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[ ^ # m x ^ # n g ] # # f ‘ [ ^ a # s rnmh 1 f * ^ # n g J ^ ^ # n g I C L # x c h 
公司 #打 8 ] 不得不 #乂汪 _ v g 起 #乂 0 [自己#皿W # u s d e自尊心#打 8 ]而 # 。 5 。 
作#乂811 T # u t l [ — # m x 項#9打1 痛苦#31 m#usde 決定 # n g ] ， [ 那 # 0 1 ] 
就 # 0 1是#乂 7爲# ? [自己 # 0 1生產#乂 8 W # u s d e大型機# n g ]講買 # v g n [ 富 
士通 # 1 ^ ^ W#usde C P U#xch ]。[ I C L # x c h ] ^ vgs 由於#口 不必 # 3 
[自己 #皿 ]研製#乂 8打 [元件 # [ 8 ] %#chc 能#乂£1 [每 # 0 1 ^#ng ] mWvm 
[ — # m x _mw美元#11芭]，[這#瓜]爲#?[它#皿],ihg特双了 #u t l 
[ 很 # 4 大 # & & # u s d e 活動和艮餘地 # 0 8 ] 。 表 # _ [採用#乂811日本#8 C 
P U # x d i 推 # 乂 邑 A # v c 新 # & 大 型 機 # 1 1 邑 四 # 肌 年 # 让 各 ] 以 後 斜 ， [ 該 # 皿 
公司#紅色]重新#八振興#7各起來#¥。T#y。[法國#8 &#usde布爾#打口^ 
* # c p w 意大利 # 8 &#usde 0 1 i v e t t i #xch 公司#11运]也料從#口 
衰退和込中斜恢複#耶T#utl景氣#&，至少#3 [部分 # 9 0 。原因 # 0 8 ] 
lihy由於柄跟柄[-#mx家#11邑日本#8或#0?界美國#3公司#118 ] 合 
^ihgo ^  
Figure 4.2: Processed sample text. 
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edge are obtained from two sources, namely linguistic books and corpus. The 
grammar rules extracted from the grammar books are enhanced by a corpus-
learning method. A large part-of-speech tagged corpus is used to extract noun 
phrase patterns, where these patterns are generalized and are merged with the 
grammar rules from the linguistic books. There are over 80 grammar rules 
(see Appendix A for the complete list). This parser performs well, with recall 
rate of over 72% and precision of over 89% [57]. However, like other syntactic 
parser, it cannot handle compound nouns. At present, the parser treats them 
as a single syntactical unit. This leads to problems in our indexing algorithm 
which will be discussed at the end of the chapter. 
4.5 Handling Parsing Ambiguity 
Once a noun phrase is parsed, it is not yet ready for index extraction. This 
is because like other syntactic approaches, more than one parse tree may be 
produced. Information retrieval systems that use syntactic approach either con-
sider all the possibilities [39] [40] or adopt a scoring method for the matching 
between the query parse tree and the parse tree of the document. In this way, 
whenever an ambiguity is detected, some relevant scores will be deduced. In 
short, the scores are generally lower for ambiguous sentence than the unam-
biguous ones [53]. Both cases end up with degraded performance. In the first 
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case, where all possibilities were considered, high recall^ but low precision^ re-
sult. The second case is just the opposite, i.e. low recall and high precision. In 
fact, it is well-known that this ambiguity problem cannot be solved on syntactic 
grounds. The selection of the correct parse tree from an ambiguous noun phrase 
is best to be solved by semantical means. Semantic analysis is very complicated 
on its own and is out of the scope of this thesis. In our system, to handle the 
ambiguity problem, we use simple statistics to capture the occurrence frequen-
cies of all possible structures of ambiguous noun phrases in the training process. 
Thereafter, these statistics are used as guides for parse tree selection, i.e. the 
most frequently occurred ones will be selected. In general, the effectiveness of 
this method is in between the above mentioned two methods. 
4.6 Index Building Strategy 
One of our main objectives is that given a Chinese document, generate a set of 
relevant indexes. It was observed that while Chinese verb phrase could be head 
initial, Chinese noun phrases were strictly head-final [13]. This observation is 
beneficial to NP index extraction as one can be certain that the core concept 
is located at the end of an NP. Besides, there is a general agreement among 
linguists [21][28][32][55] that in Chinese noun phrases, de (的）is an indicator 
ipiease refer to 4.1 on page 50 for its definition. 
2piease refer to 4.2 on page 50 for its definition. 
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of modification or subordination. This information is useful for designing our 
index extraction algorithm. 
A de (的)NP can generally be divided into two sections: 
1. the modifier section which appears before the word de (的）,and 
2. the head noun section which is the head noun after the word de (的)• 
To extract indexes from a de (的)noun phrase, we first identify all the 
possible modifiers in the modifier section to form the modifier set Similarly, 
we identify all the possible head nouns in the head noun section to form the 
head noun set. The indexes are all the possible combinations formed by the 
elements of the modifier set and head noun set. For example, for the de-np: 
‘新诗月而漂亮的衣月良，(a fashionable and beautiful dress). The head noun 
set is {(衣月艮，(31688)} and the modifier set is {‘新潮而漂亮，(£&8匕10打&匕16 and 
beautiful), ‘#fl">l^‘(fashionable), ‘漂亮’(匕6狂廿1^ £01)}. The modifier set and the 
head noun set are generated according to the grammar rules applied. There are 
82 grammar rules, and the set generation rules are tabulated in Appendix A. 
The set generation rules will be explained shortly. Back to our example, for each 
grammar rule a set of words (refer to as the cross-set) is generated for further 
processing. In our example, the following set of grammar rules are applied: 
De — np ~ > Conj-p usde NP^, 
^De-np stands for a noun phrase with de (6勺）；Conj-p, conjunctive phrase. 
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NP — ng\ 
Conj — p ——> Conj — ap^, 
Conj — ap ^ > A P i cpw AP2^, and 
APi ~~> ai, APi ~~)- tt2 7. 
The modifier set is {仅1(新潮），汉2(漂亮），ai cpw a2 (新潮而漂亮）} and the 
head noun set is {71夕(衣月艮)}. Hence, the indexes generated is the cross-product 
of these two sets, i.e. {ai cpw a2 usde ng,ai usde ng,a2 usde ng}, or { # f ^ 
而漂亮的衣月良(& fashionable and beautiful dress),新泽月的衣月艮(£&8^€^狂516 
dress),漂亮的衣月良(匕6狂11七1【廿1 dress)}. 
If the head noun is a conjunction, the head noun set generated is the power 
set of the conjunction elements, e.g. for the conjunctive noun phrase,‘同學 
的 了 解和友1宜，(our understanding and friendship). The head noun set 
of { 7 解 和 A ta(understanding and friendship), 了 ^understanding) ,友 
1S(friendship)} is generated to combine with the modifier set {同學}, giving 
{同學的了解和友植，同學的了解，同學的友盆 } . 
^NP stands for noun phrase 
^Conj-ap stands for conjunctive adjective phrase 
®AP stands for adjective phrase 
7fl stands for adjective. Please refers to Appendix B for other part of speech tags' 
definitions 
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4.7 The cross-set generation rules 
This section describes how we derive the cross-set index generation rules as 
tabulated in Appendix A. The rules are derived by studying the grammar rules 
from Tse [56] and determined the dependency among the terms in the grammar 
rules. Some rules are pretty straight forward that the RHS of the grammar 
rule contains only one term. They include rule number 20-22, 24, 48-53, 64-67, 
and 72 (see Appendix A). The cross set generation is simple, the one and only 
one RHS term is output. For example, if we have a noun phrase，2 0 世紀斜， 
which was parsed as NP: [Time: [2 0 世紀#1]] (by rule number 24: NP ~~)• 
Time and rule number 64: Time ~~y t+), { 2 0 世紀} would be output as the 
cross-set. 
There are others in which the RHS contains more than one term, but they 
usually appear as a single unit. This is similar to the above case. These include 
rule number 40-45, 68-71 and 73-80. The following example will make it clear. 
Consider the following noun phrase extraction from one of the article from the 
corpus: 
[ 空 中 # 打 8 交 通 # 明 管 制 # 打 呂 系 統 # 1 1 8 W#usde 二#肌次#9乂口雷達#打邑] 
This was parsed as shown in the Figure 4.3. Here “：#nix /i^#qvp" was 
parsed by the grammar rule: Rule# 41: Num-meal ~~^ mx qv. Since " : # m x 
/j^:^qvp" must occur together in the noun phrase, as neither “：#mx 雷達#打各，， 
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nor “次#9乂卩雷達#打8，，is valid, the output of Rule# 41 is {mx qv} only. 
y^\De-np 
( N P 的#卩846 y ^ N P 
6 d \> 
Cpd-n Num-mea2 NP 
空中#ng交通#ng管制#ng系統#ng : # m x 林 聊 雷達#11芭 
Figure 4.3: Parse tree of the NP “空中交通管制系統的二次雷達”. 
Other rules are studied and their dependencies among the terms are defined. 
For examples, ' i ^# j 亞#』新#& 局面#公运,is parsed using grammar rule 12, 
NP ——> j + a Cpd-n. The grammar rule usually has the following dependency: 
^ 
^ ^ Cpd-n 〇 
a 
Hence, it will generate {Cpd-n (局面），j+ Cpd-n (歐亞局面），a Cpd-n (新局 
面)，j+ a Cpd-n (歐亞新局面) } as indexes. 
In addition to the cross-set generation rules, we have the following heuristics 
for noun phrase index extraction: 
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Rule 1 An NP node in the head noun section can serve as an index by itself. 
Rule 2 A conjunctive head noun will generate a power set of its elements. 
Rule 3 For a de NP, indexes extracted are the cross products of the modifier set 
and the head noun set. 
In the following sections, we will give two examples to illustrate our indexing 
algorithm. 
4.8 Example 1: Indexing De-de NP 
Refer back to our previous De-de example: 
去年第四季度的百分之一點一的水平 
The word segmented and tagged noun phrase is: 
去年 # 1 第#匕爪四#瓜 1季度#卩呂 W # u s d e i # m w 分之 # « 1 £ — # m x 點 #丽 
- # m x 6^#usde 水平#ng8 
The corresponding parse tree of the noun phrase is shown in Figure 4.4 
and is summarized as follows: De — npi:[ NP:[ T i m e : [ 去年#七第#匕瓜四#瓜乂 季 
度#打呂]]6^#usde De-np2:[ NP:[ i # m w 分之#«1£ -#mx 點#丽-#mx]的#廿846 
水平#08]] 
8 R e f e r to Appendix B for the definitions of the part of speech tags. 
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y K D e - n p i 
( f<^P i \ 
6^#usde n^e-np2 
JL Fraction (£ ^ ^ 
A Time / \ 的 #usde 水平 #ng 
去年#* A o r d i n a l C a r d M \ 
/\ i -第 # 匕 瓜 四 # 瓜 乂 ,l#ng i d i b 
^ "#mw - # m x ,f,t#mw - # m x 
Figure 4.4: Parse tree of the De-de NP “去年第四季度的百分之一點一的水平”. 
The indexes generated by the De-np2 (see rule number 3, 22, 74 and 73 in 
Appendix A) are {百分之一點一的水平，7jc^} (this is the head noun set); and 
according to Rule 1, each element can serve as an index by itself. The modifier 
set generated by the De-npi, according to the cross-set generation rules (see 
rule number 24, 62, 80 and 43 in Appendix A), is {去年第四季度，去年，第四 
季度} (this is the modifier set). Thus, combining the two indexes, we have six 
more indexes in addition to the head noun set (according to Rule 3): {去年第 
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四季度的百分之一點一的水平，去年的百分之一點一的水平，第四季度的百分 
之一點一的水平，去年第四季度的水平，去年的水平，第四季度的水平}. 
4.9 Example 2: Indexing Conjunctive NP 
For the example of conjunctive noun phrase: 
勤動的工人和農民 
After word segmentation and tagging, the resultant noun phrase is: 
勤動#&的#usde i A # n g * # c p w 農民#叩 
The parse tree of this noun phrase is shown in Figure 4.5 and is summarized 
as follows: De-NP:[ AP:[勤動#0| 6^#usde Conj-np:[ i A # n g * # c p w 農民#118]: 
y^\De-np 
( A P 的#usde A c o n j - n p 
勤 動 # & 工人#邓 * # c p w 農 民 # 叩 
Figure 4.5: Parse tree of the Conjunctive NP “勤動的工人和農民”. 
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The modifier set is a singleton {勤動}, and the head noun set is of three 
elements (according to Rule 2) {工人，農民，工人和農民 } . The indexes 
generated are (according to Rule 3) the cross product of the two sets, i.e. {勤 
動}\{工人，農民，工人和農民}, which gives {勤動的工人，勤動的農民，勤動 
的 工 人 和 農 民 } . 
4.10 Experimental results and Discussion 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the above indexing algorithm, we have 
carried out an experiment using 20 Chinese newspaper articles extracted from 
Renmin Ribao (人民日報，a newspaper from Mainland China). These arti-
cles were pre-processed first, i.e. word-segmented, part-of-speech-tagged, noun 
phrase boundary marked, and syntactically parsed (see Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 
4.4, respectively). 364 noun phrases were extracted. All their sub-noun-phrases 
were studied by linguistic experts to determine whether the sub-noun-phrases 
are related to the associated article, i.e. can be extracted as an index. These 
formed our test set of the experiment. See Appendix C for a complete list of 
the test set. 
In the experiment, noun phrases extracted from the articles were indexed 
using the above-mentioned algorithm and the extracted indexes were compared 
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with that of the test set (See Appendix C) ^. The effectiveness of the algorithm 
was measured by the following two metrics: 
11 correct indexes identified by the algorithm ,^ ^. 
total correct indexes extracted by linguistic experts 
. . correct indexes identified by the algorithm 
precision total number of indexes identified by the algorithm ‘ 
In words, recall measures the coverage of the algorithm, i.e. how many correct 
indexes can be worked out (out of the total correct indexes), and precision mea-
sures the quality of the results, i.e. how many correct indexes in the extracted 
index set. 
Experimental results showed that it can achieve high precision but low recall, 
with precision of 96.98% and recall 63.28%. Further analysis of the results 
shows that low recall was due to the fact that at this stage, compound nouns are 
treated as single units. For this reason, the number of correct indexes extracted 
was reduced (i.e. leading to a reduced numerator in equation (4.1), whereas 
the total correct indexes (i.e. the denominator of equation (4.1)) remained 
constant. This situation could seriously afFect the retrieval performance when 
the modifier set is large as the index terms will then be far from completion. 
The results also indicate that out of the three types of noun phrases, com-
pound noun affects retrieval performance the most. A compound noun is not 
9A11 index extraction and related tools are developed using Perl [61] and C [20] program-
ming language on either Linux/PC or Digital UNIX^^/Digital Alpha^^ machine. 
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just an integral noun phrase on its own but it may also serve as both a modifier 
and a head in De-de and Conjunction noun phrases. Therefore, index extraction 
from compound nouns is critical to the overall effectiveness of the information 
retrieval system. 
To improve our algorithm, methods for indexing compound nouns are pro-
posed in the next chapter. Two different approaches to index compound nouns 
are studied. We will evaluate these two approaches and based on the evalu-




Indexing Compound Nouns 
As we have seen in the previous chapter that compound noun cannot be ig-
nored in index extraction. Indexing the whole compound noun as a single 
index will affect the indexing effectiveness (see Section 4.10). In order to en-
hance the general Chinese noun phrase indexing algorithm, we propose two 
different approaches for indexing compound nouns in this chapter. The ex-
perimental results related to these approaches will be given. Based on them, 
one is selected and incorporated in the general noun phrase index extraction 
algorithm. However, before introducing the two approaches, we first discuss 
previous researches on compound nouns in the following section. 
52 
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5.1 Previous Researches on Compound Nouns 
There were various research efforts for analyzing compound nouns. Early re-
searches focused on identifying the semantic relationships between the nouns 
in the noun-noun compound^. Downing [9] based on a survey of a number of 
English speaking subjects and determined twelve semantic relationships which 
are possible between the nouns in a compound. Table 5.1 lists the twelve rela-
tionships. 
Semantic relation Example 
whole-part duck foot 
half-half giraffe-cow 
part-whole pendulum clock 
composition stone furniture 
comparison pumpkin bus 
time summer dust 
place Eastern Oregon meal 
source vulture shit 
product honey glands 
user flea wheelbarrow 
purpose hedge hatchet 
occupation coffee man 
Table 5.1: Semantic relationships defined be Downing. 
Lees [24] identified nine relations: subject-predicate, subject-middle object, 
subject-verb，subject-object, verb-object, subject-prepositional object, verb-prepositional 
object, object-prepositional object, proper nouns and naming. Warren [62] iden-
iCompound nouns in English are in the form of a noun sequence. 
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tified twelve: source result, copula, resemblance，whole-part, part-whole, size-
whole, goal-OBJ, place-OBJ, time-OBJ, origin-OBJ, purpose and activity-actor. 
Levi [27] also identified nine: cause, have, make, use, he, in, for, from and about. 
However, all these fixed list of semantic relationships were criticized for many 
reasons. The obvious one was that there was no criteria for choosing the rela-
tionship in the list. Further the above list is not complete. In fact, any list will 
never be complete as new types of compound nouns are often introduced. 
Gay [15] proposed an algorithm for interpreting nominal compounds, where 
roles were defined for each nominal and interpretation is done by filling the most 
appropriate role by the other element in the compound. McDonald [37] used 
the semantic network system developed by Fahlman [12] to find all the possible 
relationships between the nouns of a compound. Based on the relationships, 
interpretation was made possible. Lauer [23] made use of the corpus statistics 
to determine the structure of the compound noun (i.e. left-, or right-branching). 
As Leonard [25] has shown that both the type and frequency of noun com-
pound have increased over the last two centuries. Thus compound noun analysis 
methods based on static information (i.e. a fixed list of semantic relationships) 
would be impractical. Further, to encode all the semantic relationships between 
words are laborious and there is no such resources for Chinese language. 
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5.2 Indexing two-term Compound Nouns 
Indexing two-term compound nouns is pretty straight forward, because its 
structure is of a modifier-head relationship^. All Noun-Verb, Verb-Noun, 
Adjective-Noun and most of the Noun-Noun compound nouns are of this rela-
tionship. Hence, indexing these two-term compound nouns, say W1W2, would 
simply give two indexes, the compound noun itself {w1w2) and the head noun 
(^2). 
Besides, in a Noun-Noun compound nouns, complement structure is also 
possible, e.g. ^ ; ^ # n g (army) ^^-##ng (weapon). Here, there is no modifier, 
i.e.兵力(汪1瓜7) does not modify ^#(weapon); in fact they exhibit a parallel 
structure. To tackle this problem, we make use of a Chinese thesaurus《同 
義詞詞林》 (see Section 5.2.1). Since both nouns in a complement structured 
compound noun refer to similar thing, they belong to the same semantic class in 
a thesaurus. This information is useful to determine the complement structure. 
Indexing this type of two-term compound noun {w1w2) gives three indexes, i.e. 
W1W2, wi and W2- The algorithm for indexing two-term compound noun is 
shown in Figure 5.1. 
2Note that Chinese noun phrase is head-final [13]. 
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• For a 2-term compound noun, W1W2, 
• IndexSet = {w1w2^ W2}-
• If [{wi is a noun) and {w2 is a noun)], then determine the semantic 
classes {SCw^ and 5 C ^ J o f ^ i and W2, respectively. 
— I f {SCw^ = SCw2)f then IndexSet = IndexSet U {wi}. 
N.B.: Wi are words and SC^i is the semantic classes of the word Wi. 
Figure 5.1: The Index Extraction Algorithm for two-term compound nouns. 
5.2.1 A b o u t t he t h e s a u r u s 《同義詞詞林》 
The thesaurus that we used is the Cilin《同義詞詞林》[38]. This thesaurus is 
a useful linguistic resource for natural language processing [22]. It contains over 
60 thousands classes for about 52,500 Chinese words with each word has 1.21 
entries in average. It structures the semantics classes into a three-level hierarchy 
(see Figure 5.2). The first level consists of 12 major classes, the second level 
95 middle classes, and the third level 1428 minor classes. The reason for using 
the Cilin is that its hierarchical structure is useful in our experiments; also 
an electronic version of the thesaurus is available [66]. Other thesaurus with 
hierarchical structure can be used in our experiments if it is available. 
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Aa01人、人民、眾人 
Aa 泛稱 (Human,people,group) 
「 A 人 r (Common name) _ ^^02 我、我們 
(Human) ―八匕男女老卞 （!，we) 
_ 8物體 （Everybodyy _八303你、你們 
(Object) _八0體態 （You,you) 
-C時間與空間 （Physique) — Aa04他、他們 
(Time and space) Ad , 貫 (He,they) 
_ D抽象事物 —(Nati'orfality) _ ^aOS自己、別人、某人 
(Abstract matter) Ae 職業 (Myself, others, someone) 
_ £特性 -(06ccupation) [ A a 0 6 . 
(Characteristic) —八[身辟 (Who) 
_ F肢體動作 —（Status1 
(Body movement) ^ 狀兄 (T^ level - minor classes) 
語義空間 G心理活動 、（^ate) 
(Semantic Space) (Psychological act iv i t ies)八卜親人 
_ „ 活 動 （Relative) 
(Activities) 众丨輩次 
—1現象與狀沉 （Generation) 
(Phenomenon and state) 八.關係 
_ J _係 —（l^lationship) 
(Refation) _ A k品性 
一 K 助語 （Personality) 
-(SuboTdinate) _八丨才識 
L L 敬語 （Knowledge) 
(Salutation) _八阳信仰 
(Religion) 
(ist level _ major classes) [_ 八门丑類 
(Trouble maker) 
(Z"d level - middle classes) 
Figure 5.2: Part of the hierarchical structure of the Cilin. 
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5.3 Indexing Compound Nouns of three or more 
terms 
Indexing compound nouns with three or more terms requires more efforts 
as their structure are more complex. Consider a 4-term compound noun, 
W1W2WsW4. If we do not have any structural information, we cannot further ex-
tract any indexes from it, except blindly extract all combinations of its elements, 
i.e. {w1w2, W2W3, wsw4,, w1W3, W1W4^, W2Ws, W2W4, W3W4, W1W2W3, W1W2W4, W1W3W4, 
W2WsW4, W1W2W3W4}. This, however as explained in Section 2.3, would result 
in poor retrieval performance, i.e. high recall but low precision. However, if we 
somehow know that the structure of the compound noun, for example: 
么 
、 入 w w 
3 4 
we would know that wsw4 could be extracted as an index but not W1W2. Tables 
5.2 and 5.3 list out all the valid and invalid indexes of four term compounds, 
respectively, together with explanations. But unfortunately, compound noun 
cannot be simply parsed by syntactical means. Semantic information or even 
world knowledge is an important factor in the parsing process. Currently, such 
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information or knowledge has not been fully studied for Chinese compound 
noun parsing. 
Valid indexes Explanation 
w^w4 ws modifies w4 directly 
W2WsW4, W2 modifies WsW4, directly 
W2W4 W2 modifies w^w/^  & W4 is the head of W3W4, 
hence W2 also modifies W4 
W1W4 similar argument as above 
Table 5.2: Valid indexes of ic;ii(;2^3^4 compound noun. 
Invalid indexes Explanation 
W1W2 both wi and W2 act as a modifier here 
WiWs both wi and Ws act as a modifier here 
W2Ws both W2 and w^ act as a modifier here 
W1W2W2, all Wi^  W2 and Ws act as a modifier here 
Table 5.3: Invalid indexes of W1W2W3W4 compound noun. 
Two approaches for tackling the above problems, namely the corpus learning 
and contextual approaches, are proposed in the following two sections. 
5.4 Corpus learning approach 
As semantic analysis of compound nouns is not feasible at present, we adopt the 
corpus learning approach, i.e. to learn the required information or knowledge 
from example documents, to tackle this problem. From the corpus, all the 
two-term compound nouns are extracted and the co-occurrence of the two 
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words are noted. That is, we learn which two words can be combined to form 
a valid compound noun. We use this information to determine the structure 
of a compound noun. Indexes are extracted from this structure. For example, 
given a compound noun of, say 3 terms {W1W2W3). If we know that W2 and w3 
can co-occur, then the structure of the compound noun is as follows: 
么 
W2 W3 
and W2W3 can be extracted as an index. The algorithm for a three term com-
pound is shown in Figure 5.3. The algorithm has two parts, training and appli-
cation. The co-occurrence information is learned during the training part and 
it is used in the application part to extract indexes from the input documents. 
5.4.1 A n E x a m p l e 
In the training process, the co-occurrence information of VN & NV compound 
nouns3 is learned. Table 5.4 shows some of the filtered VN & NV sub-
compounds. 
Figure 5.4 shows an excerpt from a Chinese article. Assume that this article 
is to be processed. When the compound noun “目標#11芭 ift;iJ#vg 系統#118，， 
is encountered in the text, the compound noun analyzer will look for “ 目標#明 
3we leave out the NN compound nouns for the moment. 
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• Training Part 
1. Extract bi-grams with either noun or verb ending 
2. Filter out the invalid compound nouns manually 
3. Encode the co-occurrence information of two words in a 
matrix, i.e. increment entry matrix[tc'i,w;2]-
• Application Part 
1. For any compound noun, W1W2W3 (where Wi is a word), 
2. For i = 1 to 2 
- i f maihx[wi,wii ] > 0, 
then extract WiWn as index. 
Figure 5.3: The corpus learning algorithm for indexing three word compound nouns. 
識另|】#乂芭，，and "lft^'J#vg 系統#打8，，in the NV k VN co-occurrence table, 
respectively. From the table, we know that “識另‘】系、统” can co-occur to form 
a valid compound. "tft$iJ#vg 系统批色” is extracted as an index but not 
"目標#明 tft-iJ#vg" (since there is no such sub-compound in the training 
corpus). To extend the coverage of the table, this concept can be broadened to 
the semantic class level, i.e. the co-occurrence information between semantic 
classes, instead of between words, are encoded. 
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[ t 6^#rn « « # n g «L^#ng i^ J^-J # # n g ] P^#p ffl#vgo :^#p [ 0 
標 # n g 識別#乂 8 ] 外# £，還 # € 1 能和3 ^傳送#乂 8 0 [載機#08的#卩8(16 
其他 # 0 1 信 . t 4 n g ] ， 兼 # 4 作 # v g n [ 空 * # n g 交 通 # 明 管 制 # 0 8 系 
_ng W#usde 二#肌_q^雷達#明]使用#¥80。[此#111識別器#明 
& # u s d e發展#乂 8趙勢 # [ 8 ] ， 主 要 # 4 ^y擴大#vgn [識別#乂邑目 
標#118 W#usde 信息#ng 範圍# [ 8 ]，研製 # v g n [ 综合性 # [ 8 W#usde 
目標#ng識別#乂8 ^ _ n g ]，採用#乂叾打[##vi合作式#118的#11836目 
標 #明識別 # v g 體制 # 0 8 ] ( 如 # 1利用 # v g n [ 目標 #明電磁 # n g 特徵 #明 ] 
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Figure 5.4: Excerpt from a Chinese article. 
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VN compounds occurrence frequency NV compounds occurrence frequency 
• • • • • • 
^ 工 項 目 - 1 ^ 令 提 出 • 1 
- 施 工 力 量 1 ― 命 令 宣 布 1 
一施工技才� ~ ~ 3 墨 汁 風 干 一 1 _ 
_ 施工任務 — 4 _墓地發掘 — 1 
_施工速度 一 1 ―目標管理 7 
一施工公司 一 1 目 標 建 立 一 1 -
_施行細則 — 1 ―目標定位 一 1 
1 踐 過 程 - 3 ~ ¥ 1 推 進 2 
1 踐 基 礎 - 1 _ | 邏 確 定 1 
一識別系統 1 ―目標奠定 1 
1我別精度 1 " 1 ^ 集 中 1 
—識別電腦 - 1 _ 1 "光伸展 - 1 
識 別 速 度 1 —牧民代表 _ 1 
1戠別聲音 - 3 1 聚 生 產 — 1 
一示威活動 1 南北統一 1 -
1 師 大 會 4 南方考察 — 2 
-適應能力 3 南京攝影 - 1 
_ • • • • • 
Table 5.4: Some filtered VN &L NV compound nouns. 
5.4.2 E x p e r i m e n t a l Setup 
We have carried out experiments on the corpus learning approach for Noun Verb 
Noun (NVN) Chinese compound nouns. The corpus we used were extracted 
from one year of Chinese newspapers, Renmin Ribao (人民日報).It contained 
347 articles (approximate 10 millions of Chinese words). Two terms compound 
nouns, including Noun Verb (NV) and Verb Noun (VN), were extracted from 
the corpus. They were then studied manually to filter out the invalid compound 
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nouns. After filtering, 1122 NV compound nouns and 2082 VN compound nouns 
remained. The co-occurrence information of the two words in the NV and 
VN compound nouns were encoded. However, there is a problem. There are 
about 30,000 Chinese words (not character) in a common word dictionary [33 . 
But not every two words can be combined to form a valid compound noun. 
This will lead to the sparse matrix problem^, in which only very little entries 
in the matrix have values, while all others are null. To overcome this problem, 
a Chinese thesaurus, Cil in《同義詞詞林》[38] (see Section 5.2.1), is used. In 
this way, instead of recording the co-occurrence information of two words of the 
compound nouns, their respective semantic classes (from the Cilin) are used. 
For the test set, we have extracted 163 NVN Chinese compound nouns 
from an article collection of Renmin Ribao (人民日報）which consists of 112 
Chinese newspaper articles. Note that the article collection used for the test 
set is completely different from the above learning corpus (i.e. open test). They 
were examined by linguistic experts to determine the relatedness of the sub-
compounds (see Appendix D.1.1 for the complete listing). The results from 
our algorithm (described in Figure 5.3) were compared against the test set. 
As before, the retrieval performance is measured by two metrics, namely recall 
(Equation 4.1) and precision (Equation 4.2). 
Two experiments were carried out using two different levels of the thesaurus 
^Imagine the co-occurrence information is encoded in a matrix. 
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5. The experimental results are shown and discussed below. 
5.4.3 A n E x p e r i m e n t us ing t he t h i r d level o f t h e C i l i n 
We have carried out the experiment using the third level (i.e. the minor class) 
of the Cilin (see Figure 5.2). However, we did not attempt to disambiguate the 
word sense of a word; instead, whenever a word is encountered, all its semantic 
classes are used for encoding the co-occurrence information. For each word-
pair {wxWy) in the filtered VN and NV compound list, the associated semantic 
classes {SC^^ and S C ? respectively) of Wx and Wy are determined and the 
co-occurrence of all combination of the semantic classes is encoded in a table 
(similar to the one shown in Table 5.4 with the word pairs replaced by semantic 
class pairs). When a three-term compound noun is analyzed, any of its sub-
compound would be extracted as an index if its semantic class pair appears in 
the table. Using the test set as input, the effectiveness of this level of extraction 
was measured and the results are shown in Figure 5.5. 
While the results of VN sub-compound index extraction is quite good, with 
the precision over 78% and recall over 97%, the situation for NV are not so 
effective,with precision over 96% and recall below 48%. This is mainly due to 
^Although the thesaurus that we used has three levels (see Figure 5.2), we only used the 
lower two levels. The top level only contains 12 classes and the concept that they represent 
are too broad to be of any use in our experiments. 
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Precision Recall 
Figure 5.5: Recall and precision using the third level of the Cilin. 
the sparse data distribution. To overcome this, the semantic class of one higher 
level, i.e. the second level (or middle class), is used. 
5.4.4 A n E x p e r i m e n t us ing the second level o f t he C i l i n 
Using the same experimental setup, we have repeated the experiment using one 
higher level, i.e. the second level of the Cilin. The experimental results are 
shown in Figure 5.6. 
The results are better than before. The precision is over 77% and the recall 
over 87% for NV, and for the VN case, the recall even reaches 100%. However, 
a closer inspection reveals three problems. They are: 
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Precision Recall 
Figure 5.6: Recall and precision using the second level of the Cilin. 
1. The optimal size of the training corpus cannot be determined easily. 
2. The ambiguous cases are not resolved. 
3. The algorithm involves a manual process. 
The first issue is that the size of the training corpus can seriously affect the 
extraction effectiveness. In fact, the larger the corpus the higher will be the 
recall (as it will cover more valid sub-compounds), but the precision will be 
lower (see below). Secondly, for the ambiguous case, let us consider an example: 
“、汽車修理公司”（car repairing company). “汽車修理” (car repairing) 
is legitimate sub-compound. However, it is not clear whether it should be 
extracted from the training corpus even if it appears in it. Depending on the 
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context of the document, a grammatically proper sub-compound may or may 
not be a valid index. But our corpus based algorithm simply blindly extracted 
them. Lastly, the algorithm involves a manual process to filter out the invalid 
sub-compounds which is laborious. 
The above brought some insights to our direction. Indexing compound 
nouns should account for the contextual information as the meaning of a com-
pound noun itself is context-dependent. Otherwise the above ambiguous cases 
would occur leading to poor retrieval performance. In the next section, we 
study another approach, contextual approach, to improve phenomenon. 
5.5 Contextual Approach 
In the following sections, we propose a contextual approach for index compound 
nouns. The idea is to extract those sub-compounds which are related to the 
document. The relatedness of the sub-compounds is obtained from the context 
of the document in which the compound noun appears. Since additional real 
world knowledge is not required, this approach is simpler than the existing NLP 
based methods [15][37 . 
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5.5.1 T h e a l g o r i t h m 
In information retrieval, a user specifies the information (documents) that 
he/she would like to obtain in a query. The query will then be transformed 
into a set of indexes for retrieval of the relevant documents from the database. 
Therefore, an important task is to extract the indexes related to the document 
they represent. But relatedness is not easy to determine. In practice, it is 
usually subjectively judged by linguistic experts or users. 
To decide whether an index is related to the document, we make use of the 
following assumptions about contextual information. For any compound noun 
(say, W1W2W )^, we postulate that its sub-compound (e.g. W1W2) is related to 
the document (hence, it can serve as an index) if both Wi and W2 also appear 
somewhere else in the document. This postulation is based on the fact that in 
Chinese, a compound noun with two words (say, W1W2) and a phrase or sentence 
containing the same words with or without separation (i.e. WiWx-.WyW2) often 
denote the same concept. For example, 
• those separated by one word 
快樂的兒童 三 快 樂 兒 童 
(child of happiness) (happy child) 
古老之巴士 三 古 老 巴 士 
(old-fashioned bus) (old-fashioned bus) 
捕魚的船 三 捕 魚 船 
(boat for fishing) (fishing boat) 
月台間缝隙 三 月 台 縫 隙 
(gap between platform (platform gap) 
(and the train)) 
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• those separated by more than one word 
能 夠 以 高 速 在 山 路 或 平 路 上 行 走 的 汽 車 三 高 速 汽 車 
(a car which can run in high speed on (high speed car) 
rocky or on flat road) 
Based on the above observation, a practical method for extracting indexes 
from compound nouns is as follows: given a compound noun, wiw2-..wjv, any of 
its sub-compound, WaWb."Wn, where l<a<b<. . .<n<N, can serve as an index if 
，minimum-distance{wa, w^) < 0 
minimum-distance[Wb,Wc) < 9 , 、 < (5.1) 
‘ minimum-distance[Wm,vOn) < 0 
where 
minimum-distance{x, y) is the minimum* number of words separating 
the words x and y (within a sentence) which 
appear elsewhere in the document. 
0 is a threshold value (measure in number of 
words). 
* when there are multiple occurrences 
There are two noticeable advantages of our approach: 
1. Compare to the subjective expert or user judgment, the way our algorithm 
'quantifies' relatedness can easily be automated. 
2. Ambiguous cases can be resolved 
Consider the example,汽車修理公司（0&1 repairing company). Whether 
the sub-compound 汽車 #J l (car repairing) should act as an index or not 
depends on the context. If the document is about car repairing and refers 
to a car repairing company, then of course it should be. However, if the 
document is about companies in a certain country, then, in this case, it 
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should not. Hence, an effective index extraction algorithm should take 
context into consideration (as in ours). 
5.5.2 A n I l l u s t r a t i v e E x a m p l e 
Consider the following two sentences from one of the article: 
1 . 有 的 飛 機 敵 我 識 別 器 除 用 於 目 標 識 別 外 ， 還 能 傳 送 載 機 
的 其 他 信 息 ， 兼 作 空 中 交 通 管 制 系 統 的 二 次 雷 達 使 用 。 
2 . 此 識 別 器 的 發 展 趙 勢 ， 主 要 是 擴 大 識 別 目 標 的 信 息 範 圍 
， 研 製 综 合 性 的 目 標 識 別 系 統 ， 採 用 非 合 作 式 的 目 標 識 別 
體 制 （ 如 利 用 目 標 電 磁 特 徵 直 接 識 別 敵 我 ） ， 提 高 識 別 目 
標 的 可 靠 性 、 保 密 性 和 抗 干 擾 性 能 等 。 
Assume that the threshold value is 3. The compound noun 目標識另‘』系 
l^(target identification system) was identified in line 2. To determine whether 
its sub-compound 目標 lftJ5'J(target identification) should be extracted as an 
index or not, the document was scanned for the occurrence of these two words. 
Since they were found (in line 1) with their word distance of one®, which is 
smaller than the threshold value and the sub-compound “目標識另‘】’，was ex-
tracted as an index. The other sub-compounds (“識另‘】系、统，，and “ 目標系統”） 
were processed in a similar way. 
6The word distance of one means adjacent to each other. 
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5.5.3 E x p e r i m e n t s o n c o m p o u n d nouns 
To verify our idea and to determine a suitable threshold value (0), we have 
carried out several experiments on compound nouns. 163 NVN compound 
nouns were extracted from a document collection consisting of 112 Chinese 
newspaper articles from Renmin Ribao (人民日報).Their sub-compounds were 
studied by linguistic experts and the relatedness (to the article) of these sub-
compound were determined. These served as the test set in our experiments. 
See Appendix D.1.1 for a complete listing. 
For each compound noun, its associated article is scanned for the occurrences 
of its elements. Distances between its elements appearing within a sentence are 
noted. If the distances between its elements of the sub-compound are all less 
than the threshold value, this sub-compound is extracted for serving as an 
index. The results are compared with that of the test set. 
The retrieval performance is measured by two metrics, namely recall and 
precision (See Equations 4.1 k 4.2 for their definitions.). For the threshold 
value, we have tried all possible threshold values in the experiments in order 
to observe the trend and its effect on our algorithm. In the following sections, 
different experiments are described. 
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5.5.4 E x p e r i m e n t I : W o r d D is tance Based E x t r a c t i o n 
We have carried out an experiment on a type of three terms compound noun, 
namely NVN (Noun-Verb-Noun) compound. For compound noun {N1VN2), 
if we could find Ni and N2 in other sentence(s) which may be separated by a 
number of words, we claimed that N1N2 can be act as an index. Similarly, we 
extracted N iV and VN2 as indexes if we could find their occurrences in other 
sentence(s). 
The retrieval performances of N1N2, N iV and VN2, measured in recall and 
precision, are shown in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. 
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Figure 5.7: Recall and precision of NN sub-compound (of NVN compound). 
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Figure 5.8: Recall and precision of NV sub-compound (of NVN compound). 
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Figure 5.9: Recall and precision of VN sub-compound (of NVN compound). 
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From the graphs, it can be seen that while noun-noun (NN) sub-compound 
gives satisfactory results, the recalls of both noun-verb (NV) and verb-noun 
(VN) sub-compounds are below 64%. This is partly due to the sparse data 
distribution problem. Another reason is on writing style. To avoid monotony, 
writers usually use synonyms. While the usage of noun is more restricted (to 
prevent confusion), they tend to use different (but with similar meaning) verbs 
to convey the same message. This also explains why NN sub-compound gives 
satisfactory results but not the NV or VN sub-compound. 
5.5.5 E x p e r i m e n t I I : Semant ic Class Based E x t r a c t i o n 
To overcome the problem of sparse data distribution, we used a Chinese the-
saurus, Ci l in《同義詞詞林》[38] (see Section 5.2.1 for a brief description of 
the thesaurus), to measure the word distance. As such, word distance is based 
on semantic classes rather than on words. Thus equation 5.1 is transformed as 
below: 
，minimum-distance{SCu)^j SC^^) < 9 
minimurri-distance[SCyj^^ SC^J < 6 , 、 
‘ (5.2) 
、minimum-distance{SCyj^, SCyj^) < 6 
where 
SCwa is the semantic class of word a, 
minimum-distance{x, y) is the minimum* number of words separating 
the semantic classes x and y (within a sentence) 
which appear elsewhere in the document, 
6 is a threshold value (measure in number of words). 
* when there are multiple occurrences 
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It is obvious that many words have more than one sense (i.e. meanings), 
so a word may belong to more than one semantic class. In our algorithm, we 
do not attempt to determine the semantic class most appropriate to a word; 
instead, all the semantic classes associated to it were used in our experiments. 
Figures 5.10 Sz 5.11 show the experimental results of using semantic class 
(the third level of the Cilin) distance to determine relevant N iV and VN2 
sub-compounds. 
The third level of the Cilin led to little improvement in recall, while the 
precision remained stable. This shows that it is the right direction in solving 
our problem. We repeated the experiment by using one higher level (i.e. the 
second level) of the Cilin. Figures 5.12 & 5.13 show the experimental results. 
The results show significant improvement in recall reaching over 80%. More-
over, when the threshold value was greater than 5, both recall & precision were 
over 80%. As the threshold increased, the precision did drop slightly. But the 
fluctuation was not large enough to cause significant effect. 
5.5.6 E x p e r i m e n t s I I I : O n d i f ferent boundar ies 
In the above experiments, the distance measurement between the words of the 
sub-compound was confined within a sentence. To study the effect of lexical 
boundary to the algorithm, the experiments were repeated using clause bound-
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Figure 5.10: Recall and precision of NV sub-compound (of NVN compound) using 
third level of the Cilin. 
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Figure 5.11: Recall and precision of VN sub-compound (of NVN compound) using 
third level of the Cilin. 
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Figure 5.12: Recall and precision of NV sub-compound (of NVN compound) using 
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Figure 5.13: Recall and precision of VN sub-compound (of NVN compound) using 
the second level of the Cilin. 
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ary (separated by comma (，），semi-colon ( ； ), or full stop( ° )) and noun 
phrase boundary, i.e. the distance measurement was confined to a clause and 
a noun phrase, respectively . The results are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.14: Recall and precision of VN sub-compound (of NVN compound) using 
the second level of the Cilin with clause boundary. 
Compare Figure 5.14 & 5.15 with 5.13, the effect of the boundary is not 
apparent (since all three graphs have similar shape). However, between clause 
boundary and noun phrase boundary, the former gave better results. 
5.5.7 T h e F i n a l A l g o r i t h m 
From the above results, we decided to set the threshold to 5 for both of word 
distance and semantic class analysis. Since at this threshold value, the recall 
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Figure 5.15: Recall and precision of VN sub-compound (of NVN compound) using 
the second level of the Cilin with noun phrase boundary. 
and precision were the best for NN, NV and VN cases (see Table 5.5). 
Further, level 2 semantic class was used for verb-noun or noun-verb sub-
compounds, and exact word matching was used for sub-compounds involving 
other part-of-speech categorizations, e.g. noun-noun, adj-noun or adj-verb. The 
overall performance of our final algorithm on NVN compound nouns are shown 
in Table 5.5. The final generalized algorithm^ is shown in Figure 5.16. 
^Note that the algorithm for indexing two-term compound nouns is described in Section 
5.2 and shown in Figure 5.1 on 56. 
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• For each compound noun {W1W2...WN) in a document, where N>3, 
一 Find the occurrence(s) of Wi and SCyj., l < i < n , within a clause, 
where a clause is separated by comma, semi-colon, or full stop; 
SCyji is the semantic class of Wi. 
—For each of its sub-compound WaWb-..Wn, l < a < b < . . . < n < N . 
* If (any Wj (where a< j <n ) is a verb) and Wn is noun or verb, 
determine the semantic class distance of SC^^SiSCw^, 
SCwj^8lSCy}^, ..., SCyj^S^SCyj^ . 
* If (all Wj (where a< j <n ) is not a verb) and Wn is noun or 
verb, determine the word distance of Wa^w^, w^SiWc,…， 
Wm^Wn. 
* If all the distances are less than or equal to the threshold 
value 0, i.e. 5, the sub-compound is extracted as an index. 
Figure 5.16: The Index Extraction Algorithm for three or more terms of compound 
nouns 
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precision (%) recall (%) 
NN T4 78 = 
~VN ~ W 85 
~NV I 85 83 
"Overall 85.0 80.6 
Table 5.5: Recall and precision of the final algorithm on NVN compound nouns. 
5.5.8 E x p e r i m e n t s on o the r compounds 
The generalized algorithm for compound noun index extraction is shown in Fig-
ure 5.16. Algorithm for two-term compound noun index extraction is shown in 
Figure 5.1. 327 compound nouns of three-, four-, five-, and six-term^ were ex-
tracted from 112 newspaper articles and they were studied by linguistic experts 
to determine the relatedness of their sub-compounds to the associated article. 
This forms the test set of our experiments (see Appendix D for the complete 
listing). The effectiveness of the algorithm are shown in Figure 5.17, and was 
tabulated below: 
Compound nouns Precision Recall 
3-term "76.27 82.45 
4-term 75.44 85.46— 
5-term fc 6-term 73.17 88.24 
Overall 76.22 8 而 厂 
8ln our corpus, compound nouns of only up to six terms can be found. 
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]w • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ B H 4 - t e r m 
老 3 0 ^ H I 5-term & 6-term 
、"^ H 
4 。 一 卜 M 
p" t |H t*JB 
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o _ J L _ i _ 
Precision Recall 
Figure 5.17: Effectiveness of the generalized algorithm 
5.5.9 D iscuss ion 
In general, the precisions are over 73% and the recalls are over 82% for vari-
ous lengths of compound nouns. The overall precision is about 76% and the 
overall recall is about 83%. This shows that our algorithm is effective，giving 
reasonably good results. 
We conclude that the contextual approach is better than the previous one 
that was based on corpus training, because of the following reasons: 
1. The contextual approach solves the ambiguous cases problem (see the end 
of Section 5.5.1). 
2. It does not need a training corpus, therefore the size of training corpus is 
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irrelevant. 
3. It shows better results, e.g. in the experiments with 3-term NVN com-
pound nouns: 
Corpus learning approach Contextual approach 
Precision over 77% over 85% 
Recall over 87% ~over 80% “ 
The contextual approach will be integrated to the general Chinese noun 
phrase index algorithm described in Chapter 4. In the next chapter, evaluation 
results of the integrated indexing algorithm are given. 
Chapter 6 
Overall Effectiveness of the 
Integrated Algorithm 
This chapter describes the experiments for evaluating our final Chinese noun 
phrase indexing algorithm. This algorithm is an integration of two approaches, 
syntactic and contextual approach. The first approach is based on the syn-
tactic parse trees obtained by a syntactical analysis (described in Chapter 4). 
However, as the syntactic parser cannot handle compound noun, we found that 
using the syntactic approach alone for indexing noun phrases was ineffective 
(see Section 4.10). To improve this situation, the compound noun was handled 
separately using an algorithm based on contextual information (see Section 5.5). 
The following sections describe the integrated algorithm and the experimental 
results. 
85 
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6.1 Illustrative Example for the Integrated Al-
gorithm 
The integrated algorithm is shown in Figure 6.1. The following example illus-
trate the algorithm. 
Consider the following part-of-speech tagged noun phrase: 
[敵人#11各K#usde kil#ng隼備和告*#cpw衝擊#乂邑] 
The parse tree of the noun phrase is shown in Figure 6.2. The modifier section 
contains a simple noun while the head noun section contains a conjunctive noun 
phrase. The conjunctive noun phrase contains a compound noun and a simple 
noun. The compound noun “火力準備” will generate {火力準備，準備} and 
the cross-set for the head noun section would be {準備，衝擊，火力準備，準 
備和衝擊，火力準備和衝擊 } . The cross-set for the modifier section would 
be {敵人} and the indexes generated (i.e. all the combination of the two cross-
sets) are { 準 備 ， 衝 擊 ， 火 力 準 備 ， 準 備 和 衝 擊 , 火 力 準 備 和 衝 擊 敵 人 的 
準備，敵人的衝擊，敵人的火力準備，敵人的準備和衝擊，敵人的火力 
準備和衝擊}. 
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function NPIndexExtract ( parsedNP : String ) return String 
{ 
I I parsedNP is a string containing square bracket pairs to denote 
// the grammar rule applied. The rule number applied is immediate 
// followed the ending square bracket, 
// e.g. [ W1 W2 [ W3 ... Wi ]12 Wj ... [ ... ]5 ... Wn ]1. 
indexList : String; 
retString : String; 
indexList = GenerateCrossSet ( parsedNP ); 
if ( indexList contains inner square bracket pairs ) 
{ 
Chop indexList into chunks delimited by the inner square bracket pairs; 
Replace the string the square bracket pair and the enclosed string 
in indexList with a recursive call, i.e. NPIndexExtract ( ”[...]，，); 
Concatenate the return results (quoted with curly bracket pairs) and 
the chucks in the original order] 
Return the concatenated string; 
} 
else { 
if (indexList contains curly bracket pairs ) 
{ 
retString = " " ; 
Enumerate the list in the curly bracket pair 
{ 
Replace curly bracket pair and the enclosed string in indexList 
with the enumerated element and append it to retString 









Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code of the Final Index Extraction Algorithm for Chinese Noun 
Phrases. 
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function GenerateCrossSet ( np : String) return String 
{ 
ruleNumber : Integer; 
W1 : String; 
W2 : String; 
indexSet : String; 
SC1[ ] : Array of String; 
SC2[ ] : Array of String; 
ruleNumber = the rule number of outermost noun phrase; 
if ( ruleNumber < 30 and ruleNumber > 32 ) 
{ 
Generate a list of semi-indexes (separated by comma) according to 
cross-set generation rules (Appendix A); 
Return the list; 
} 
else { 
/ / Compound nouns indexing 
if ( number of terms of np 二 2 ) 
{ 
W1 = first term of np; 
W2 = second term of np; 
indexSet = "W lW2 ,W2 " ; 
if ((W1 is a noun) and (W2 is a noun)) 
{ 
SC1[ ] = semantic classes of W1; 
SC2[ ] = semantic classes of W2; 
if (any of SC1[ ] = any of SC2[]) 
{ 











Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code of the Final Index Extraction Algorithm for Chinese Noun 
Phrases (Cont'd). 
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function lndexCompoundNouns ( np : String ) return String 
{ 
indexSet : String; 
N : Integer; 
struct { 
word : String; 
sc[ ] : Array of String; 
w_pos[ ] : Array of Integer; 
sc_pos[ ] : Array of Integer; 
} term[]; 
indexSet = " " ; 
N = number of terms of np; 
for (i = 1 to N) { 
term[i].word = i^" term of np; 
term[i].sc[ ] = semantic classes of term[i].word; 
} 
for each line of the associated document { 
term[i].w_pos[ ] = the occurring positions of term[i].word; 
term[i].sc_pos[ ] = the occurring positions of the semantic classes 
of term[i].word; 
} 
for each of its sub-compound WaWb...Wn, l<a<b<. . .<n<N { 
if ((any Wj (where a<j<n) is a verb) and Wn is noun or verb) { 
determine the semantic class distances of term[a].sc[ ] & term[b].sc[], 
term[b].sc[ ] & term[c].sc[]，…，term[m].sc[ ] & term[n]. 
} 
if (all the distances are less than or equal to 5) { 
if (indexSet is not empty) { 
indexSet = indexSet + ",WaWb-..Wn'] 
} 
else { 






Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code of the Final Index Extraction Algorithm for Chinese Noun 
Phrases (Cont'd). 
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yKDe-npi 
( / N P i \ 
6^#usde /\Conj-np 
6 Cpd-n^ i \ NP 
敵人#打8 / \ *#cpw 
火力#公乐 準備#乂8 衝擊#〃各 
Figure 6.2: Parse tree of the De-de NP “敵人的火力準備和衝擊”. 
6.2 Experimental Setup 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the integrated indexing algorithm (see Figure 
6.1), we have carried out an experiment using 20 Chinese newspaper articles ex-
tracted from Renmin Ribao (人民日孝良，a newspaper from Mainland China). As 
before, the articles are first pre-processed in which they have undergone word-
segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, noun phrase boundary marking and noun 
phrase parsing processes. 364 noun phrases were identified and all their valid 
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sub-noun-phrases were extracted and studied by linguistic experts to determine 
their relatedness to the associated article. This formed the test set of our exper-
iment (see Appendix D for the complete listing). The effectiveness is measured 
by recall and precision, and their definitions are: 
reca" — correct indexes identified by the algorithm 
—total correct indexes extracted by linguistic experts 
, - _ correct indexes identified by the algorithm 
P ^ z — total number of indexes identified by the algorithm 
6.3 Experimental Results & Discussion 
Experiment is carried out using the integrated indexing algorithm (see Figure 
6.1). Extracted indexes are compared with the test set. In order to show that 
the size of the test set is sufficient, the experiment is carried out incrementally. 
The effectiveness is evaluated, starting from five, with every addition of five 
noun phrases to the test set. The results are shown in Figure 6.3. 
The recall and the precision with the test set of size of 200 noun phrases is 
about 85% and 97% respectively. The effectiveness remains stable with further 
addition of noun phrases. Hence, it shows that the size of our test set (364) is 
sufficient. 
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Figure 6.3: Recall and precision of the integrated indexing algorithm. 
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Furthermore, to show that the test set used is reliable (i.e. the resultant 
effectiveness is independent of the sequences), we have carried out another 
experiment using a different sequence of noun phrases of the same test set. The 
test set was sorted by the UNIX sort utilities and the experimental results were 
evaluated (again starting from five and in every additional five noun phrases to 
the test set). The result is shown in Figure 6.4. Notice that after the size of 
the test set reached 280, the recall and precision stabilized. This meant that 
the effectiveness was independent of the addition of noun phrases beyond that 
point. 
By comparing the results with that of Section 4.10, after integrating the 
compound noun indexing method, it shows a significant improvement in recall, 
97.8% (with about 55% of increment) while the precision remain high, i.e. 
86.3%. The results conform with our previous postulation. As we combined 
the compound noun indexing algorithm with the general indexing algorithm, 
the recall increased since more correct indexes can be extracted from the noun 
phrases. 
The above results show that our algorithm for indexing Chinese noun phrases 
is practical and effective. 
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Figure 6.4: Recall and precision of the integrated indexing algorithm using another 




In this thesis, we have described different methods for extracting indexes from 
noun phrases in Chinese documents for information retrieval. An extraction 
method based on the structural information embedded in the syntactic parse 
tree of a noun phrase was proposed. It can handle general Chinese noun phrases, 
including two common types of structural ambiguous Chinese noun phrases, 
namely Conjunctive NPs and De-de NPs. Sets of possible sub-indexes are 
generated according to the grammar rule used. Indexes are formed by combin-
ing those possible sub-index sets according to some cue words, e.g. 'de'(的）， 
，116，(和），etc. However, the experimental results show that using syntactical 
information alone cannot give satisfactory result. As in our case, since the 
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syntactic parser cannot parse compound noun (which is another type of com-
mon structural ambiguous noun phrase), our algorithm obtained high precision 
96.98% but low recall 63.28%. 
Hence, to enhance the algorithm, we have investigated compound noun in-
dexing. However, owing to its unique properties, Chinese compound nouns 
need special treatment. We have attempted two approaches, the corpus learn-
ing approach and contextual approach. In the corpus learning approach, the 
co-occurrence information of two terms compound nouns extracted from a large 
corpus was used in determining whether a sub-compound of a three term com-
pound noun should be extracted as an index. However, experimental results 
showed that this corpus learning approach was ineffective. It resulted in low 
precision but very high recall. The reason was that during the learning process, 
most of the valid two-term compound nouns were extracted. But in compound 
noun indexing, a valid sub-compound may not be a valid index in a particu-
lar document. As a result, extra invalid indexes were formed leading to low 
precision. 
This motivated us to investigate another approach in which the contextual 
information was used. Since the fundamental concept of a good index is re-
latedness and relatedness, in turn, depends on the context, we expressed the 
relatedness in terms of the context of the compound noun. That is, we scanned 
for the occurrences of the elements of its sub-compounds within the same docu-
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ment. If its elements were found and occurred within a small word distance, the 
sub-compound was extracted as an index. This approach showed a reasonably 
good result, with precision of over 76% and recall of over 83%. The contextual 
based compound noun analysis method was integrated to the general Chinese 
noun phrase indexing algorithm. The overall results of our final integrated al-
gorithm show that our algorithm is effective, with precision of 86.3% and recall 
of 97.8%. 
7.2 Contributions 
This thesis describes an algorithm for indexing Chinese documents. An inte-
grated algorithm for index Chinese documents using noun phrases is proposed. 
It makes use of the parse trees from a syntactic parser [44] and the contextual 
information of a noun phrase [45]. Our work on Chinese noun phrase indexing is 
novel. We have clearly demonstrated in this thesis that our indexing approach 
is both effective and practical. With our Chinese noun phrases indexing algo-
rithm, the retrieval performance would be improved over word based indexing. 
For this reason our research is valuable to Chinese information retrieval. 
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7.3 Future Directions 
7.3.1 Word-sense d e t e r m i n a t i o n 
In the compound noun indexing algorithm, the Cilin thesaurus was employed 
in which the associated semantic classes of a word was used. However, the 
precise sense^ of the word could not be determined directly from the thesaurus. 
This was because in the thesaurus, each word is associated to more than one 
semantic class. At present, to determine the distance of the semantic classes 
of the two words in question (see Equation 5.2), our algorithm uses all the 
semantic classes associated to a word. This may lead to some deficiencies as 
some word senses are irrelevant. To achieve a better result, the semantic classes 
of a word should be filtered. Only those classes which fit well to the semantics 
of the parent word should be selected. However, word sense^ determination 
4][43][63] usually requires much resources and heavy computation. Therefore, 
not until a better algorithm or implementation strategy is devised, the aforesaid 
approach would be hard to materialize, 
ii.e. meaning or semantics. 
2 "word sense" is synonymous to "semantic class". 
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7.3.2 H y b r i d app roach fo r c o m p o u n d n o u n i n d e x i n g 
In the compound noun indexing algorithm (see Figure 5.16), we have assumed 
that all valid compound nouns terminate in either a verb or a noun. This 
assumption may lead to some deficiencies. Although, many verbs can be nom-
inalized to behave as a noun, e.g. fi|'^(repair), JL ^ ^ (work), % l t (dr ive) ,製 
i^(make/produce), fit®(encourage), ^^^(report), etc., some verbs cannot be 
covered under this category: e.g. ;^^(walk) , ^ t f ( te l l ) . Hence, some com-
pound nouns with a verb ending may not be a valid compound noun. Further, 
some noun sequences may form invalid compound nouns, e.g.火箭汽車(『0。让61 
car),收音機原子筆(『3^10 ball-pen). If the elements of an invalid compound 
noun was found in the article elsewhere, it would lead to a wrong result. How-
ever, it is important to note that language is an evolving entity. These types of 
compound nouns may be introduced later as the society changes. For instance, 
when 'floating rocket propelled car，was invented in the future, the compound 
noun 'rocket car，would no longer be an invalid compound nouns. 
One possible solution to the above problem is to adopt a corpus-training 
method in which the system learns all the valid compound nouns from a large 
corpus. During indexing, these knowledge can help filter out some invalid com-
pound nouns so as to reduce deficiencies. In fact, such approach can be incorpo-
rated into our contextual method. In this way, the validity of a sub-compound 
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would be checked before the relatedness of the sub-compound is evaluated. 
§ E N D § 
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Appendix A 
Cross-set Generation Rules 
The following is a complete list of cross-set generation rules. Note that the 
square brackets "[ ]，，means the items in the square bracket is optional, whereas 
a vertical stroke "|" means that the items following the vertical stroke are also 
generated in addition to those before the vertical stroke. 
rule # LHS ——> RHS Cross set generated 
1 Denp ~~y Relcls usde NP | Relcls usde NP | 
2 Denp ~~> AP usde NP | AP usde NP [ 
3 “ Denp ~)• NP usde NP | NP usde NP | 
4 Denp ——> rnp k usde NP rnp k usde NP 
5 “ Denp ~ > PP usde NP PP usde NP | 
6 “ Denp ~)• Time usde NP | Time usde NP | 
7 Denp ——>• d Nummeal usde NP d Nummeal usde NP 
8 Denp ——>• rnd Nummea2 Cpdn usde NP rnd Nummea2 Cpdn usde NP 
9 Denp ——>• rnq Nummea2 Cpdn usde NP rnq Nummea2 Cpdn usde NP 
1^ Denp ~~> Conjp usde NP Conjp usde NP 
n Denp ——)• t usde Nummea2 t usde Nummea2 
12 NP ~~»• j a Cpdn | j a Cpdn | 
13 NP ——> rnp Cpdn rnp Cpdn 
14 NP ——> Nummea Cpdn Num2 Cpdn 
Tb NP ——> rnd qv n rnd qv n 
l6 NP ——> rnd qn n rnd qn n 
f7 NP ~~y Num Cpdn | Num Cpdn | 
H NP ——> rnq qn n rnq qn n 
l9 NP ——y mq qn n mq qn n  
^ NP ~ > Conjnp | Conjnp | 
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rule # 丨 LHS ~ y RHS | Cross set generated 
21 NP ~»• Conjcpd | Conjcpd f 
“ 2 2 l P •_>• Fraction | Fraction 
23 NP _ ) • Attri n "Attr i n [ 
24 NP _ ) • Time Time ~ " ^ 
25 Relcls ~~y d va vg mx NP | d va vg mx NP 
26 - Relcls ~>• d va vgo PP d va vgo PP 
“ 2 7 ^ e l c l s ~»• PP d va v — PP d va v 
“ 2 8 ^ e l c l s ~»• NP d va v NP d va v | 
29 Relcls ~ > d va v d va v 
, 30 Cpdn ——>• d a hn n k v hn n k use other algorithm 
3 1 Cpdn —y d a Attri use other algorithm  
32 C p d n ~ y a d hn n k | use other algorithm 
33 Attri ~~>• V n v n 
34 PP ~~y Num qnz f [ Num qnz f 
35 -PP ~~)• p NP f p NP f ~ P 
“ 3 6 PP ~)• p NP p NP 
37 " T P ~»• t f I t f 
38 “ PP ~~)• va V f va v f _ 
39 Nummeal ——> Num qn Num qn 
40 Nummeal ——> Num mq qni Num mq qni 
41 Nummeal ——> mx qv mx qv 
42 Nummea2 ——> Num qn Num qn 
43 Nummea2 ——y Num n Num n 
44 Nummea2 ——> mx qn mx qn 
45 Nummea2 ~ > mh f mh f  
46 AP ~ > rp a rp a | 
47 AP ——> d mm a d mm a 
48 Conjp ~ y Conjnp Conjnp  
49 Conjp ~ y Conjap Conjap  
50 Conjp ——> Conjpron Conjpron 
51 Conjp ——>• ConjCpd ConjCpd 
52 Conjp ~ > Conjvp | Conjvp | 
53 Conjp ~~> Deng | Deng 
~~5 i Conjnp ~~»> N P c p w N P | NP cpw NP | NP 
^ Conjap ~ > AP cpw AP AP cpw AP | AP — 
56 Conjpron ——> rnp k cpw rnp k rnp k cpw rnp k [ rnp k 
^ ConjCpd ——> Cpdn cpw Cpdn Cpdn cpw Cpdn | Cpdn 
^1 Conjvp ——>• va v cpw va v va v cpw va v [ va v  
59 T)eng ~ ^ Repp# x NP | Repp x NP | Repp# NP [ 
^ Repp ~~y C p d n 、 Cpdn 
^1 Repp ~~> Relc ls、 Relcls 
^ Time ~ > t Ordinal | t Ordinal 
^ Time ~>• t mx qnz f | t mx qnz f — 
64 l i m e ~)> t t | 
65 Num ~~y mx mx “ 
^ Num ——>• Cardinal Cardinal  
^ Num ——y Fraction Fraction  
^ Num ——>• Cardinal mq Cardinal mq 
^ Num ~ > Cardinal f Cardinal f  
70 Num ~~> mm f mm f  
71 Num ~ > mh f mh f  
72 Num ——> Decimal — Decimal  
73 Cardinal ——> Nummw mx Nummw mx 
74 Fraction ——> Cardinal mf Cardinal Cardinal mf Cardinal 
75 Fraction ——> Cardinal mf Decimal — Cardinal mf Decimal  
76 Decimal ——> Cardinal 點 mo Cardinal 點 mo  
77 Decimal ——>• Cardinal 點 mx Cardinal 點 mx  
78 Decimal ~>• mo 點 mx mo 點 mx ~~ 
^ Nummw ——y mx mw mx mw  
^ Ordinal ——> hm Nummea hm Nummea  
^1 Ordinal ~ > hm Num qn NP | hm Num qn NP | 
82 Ordinal ——>• hm mx qn n hm mx qn n  
Appendix B 
Tag set by Tsinghua University 
The table lists the tag set that was developed by Tsinghua University (清華大 
學）[68]. 
Tag Description  
a _形容詞 一 
b 區別詞  






cpc 連接分句  
cps 連接句子 
cpv 連接詞語  
~d ~ ~ 副 詞  
e 嘆詞 ~ ~ 
1 ~ 方 位 詞  
~h~~前綴  
~h^數詞前綴  
1 1 ^ 名 詞 前 綴 
i 成語，習用語 
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Tag Description 
j 簡稱略語 -
k ~W^ 一 
m 數詞 
mark 1 點 符 號 
mb 倍數詞 
mf ^ 數 詞 






n 名詞 一 
nf " ^ ¾ . 一 
ng 普通名詞 — 
np 1 有 名 詞 
npf 人名 
npr 其他專有名詞 
npu 組織，機構名  
o 象聲詞 — 
p —般介詞 
pba 介詞“把”，“將” —  
pbei 介詞“被”，“讓” “叫’"^   
pzai 介詞“在” — 
q 量詞 _ 
qn 名量詞  
qnc 集合量詞  
qnf 量詞 
qng 名量詞“個” 一 
qnk 種類量到  
qnl 個體量詞 
qnm 度量詞 
qns 不定量到  
qnt 臨時量詞 
qnv 容器量詞 
qnz 準量詞 — 
qv 動量詞 
qvn 借用名詞做動量1司"~ 
qvp 專有動量詞  
r 代詞 — 
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Tag Description 




t -時間詞 — 
u — 助 詞 
‘ up ~^^“給，， 
us “結構助詞 一 
usde • “的” — 
usdf —“得，， 
usdi • “地” 一 
ussb 一“不,, 
ussi . “似的’， — 
ussu “户斤”  
uszh “之” 
ut 時態助詞 一 
utg “過”  
utl “ 了 ” 







~ ^ ^ 帶 兼 語 賓 語 
' ^ ^ ^帶體詞性賓語  
vgo 不帶賓 — 
vgs 帶小句賓語 
vgv 帶動詞性賓語  
vh “有”動詞  
vi 系動詞 
~ ^ ~ “來”，“去”形成連詞  
^ ~ “是”動詞  
^ 其他 
~ 1 ^非漢字字符串或數學公式 
~^ 語氣詞（了,嗎,吧,...）  
z 狀態詞 
Appendix C 
Test Set for General Noun 
Phrase Index Extraction 
The following list of noun phrases forms the test set used for the noun phrase in-
dex extraction experiments described in Chapters 4 and 6. These noun phrases 
were extracted from 20 Chinese newspaper articles collection of Renmin Ribao 
(人民日報) .The left column shows the noun phrase itself while the right col-
umn shows the valid indexes, where WiWj means an index with concatenating 
the i*^  and the j^ ^ terms of the noun phrase. 
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Noun phrase Indexes 
CQ01 
我們一行 1^ 11^ 2-
我們此行 W2,WiW2. 
9 4 條命令 W2,WiW2Ws. 
CQ02  
漂流法 WiW2. 




打印功能 W2,WiW2.  
漢化策略 W2,WiW2.  
特殊用途 W2,WiW2.  
漢字機内>^馬 W2,WjW2.  
一 條 河 Ws,W1W2W3. 
這 種 方 法 W3,WiW2Ws.  
兩 種 方 法 WS:WiW2Ws. 
兩^固原因 1(；3，川1川2川3-
灰盒子方法 W3,W2W3,W1W2W3.  
程序適當位置 W3, W2Ws,W1W3, W1W2W3.  
任 務 間 的 通 訊 W4,W1W2WsW4. 
網、络軟硬資源 W4, WsW^, W2W4, WiW^, W1W2W4, WiWsW4-
強 行 置 入 的 漢 字 機 内 { | WQ, w^we, W1W2W3W4WQ, 
wlw2w3w4w5we. 
分析系、统整體結構的基礎 WQ, WlWiWsWG,WlW2W4W5WG, 
WIW2WSW4W5WQ. 
網 中 的 一 個 端 節 點 W7, WQWr, W4W5W7, W4W5WeW7, WiWsW7, 
W1WsWQW7, WiWsW/^W^W7, W1WsW4WsWQWY, 




# t # 的途徑 W3,WiW2W3.  
‘丨生能價格比 tt;i^ ;2^^3.  
一 M 工業標準 m, yJ3m, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4.  
芯片的複雜程序 m,^osm,w1w2w4,w1w2w3w4.  
機器的複雜操作 1^ ；4,秘3^ <^ 4， <^^ 仏2明4，^^ ^^ ^2切3^^ - 
生產工藝的要求 w4,wiw2w3w4.  
研製開發的周期 m, wiw3w4, w2w3w4, wiw2w3w4.  
邏輯擴充 6^ 方》去 W4, W2W3W4, W1W3W4, W1W2W3W4. 
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Noun phrase Indexes 
繼 續 提 高 性 能 價 格 比 的 目 的 w7,w2wsw4w5wew7, 
1^11^2^^3^4^5^6^7-
C004  
使用者 WjW2. — 
輸出事務 W2,WiW2- 
綠圖格式 W2,WiW2- 
圖形運算 W2,WiW2.  
圖形顯示 W2,WjW2- 
這種要求 W3,W1W2W3. 
圖形的集合 W3,W1W2W3.  
文字输入能力 W3, W1W2, W2W3, WiW2W3- 
版 圖 的 編 辑 空 間 W4, WsW4, W1W2W4, W1W2WsW4. 
版 圖 编 輯 的 全 過 程 Ws, W4,Ws, W2W3W5,1^2^^^3^4^^5,^^1^^^2^3^5, 
W1W2W3W4Ws. 
圖形發生器使用的數據格式 WQ, W^WQ, WsW4WG, W3W4WsWQ, 
W1W2WsW4,We, W1W2WsW4W5WQ. 
C005 
計算機軟件 II W2,WiW2. 
一 期 工 程 1^3,^^1^2^3- 
系、统的開發 W3,W1W2W3.  
系、统的基本酉己置 W4, WsW4^ W1W2W4,, W1W2WsW4. 
眾多的終端設備 W4, WsWj, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4.  




有利地位 WjW2.  
應用軟件 W2,WiW2.  
大型機方面 t^;itt^ 2.  
連接計算機的方式 —W4,,W1W2W3W4.  
各 公 司 的 利 潤 m, W2WsW4,WiW2WsW4- 
競 爭 和 各 國 的 自 尊 心 We,W3W4W5W6, W1W5W6, 
WiW2WsW4U 5^^ 6-
C007  
| ^ # # 文 W2,WiW2.  
應用程序 W2,WiW2.  
4jf^ > ^ ^ W2,W1W2.  
單一環境 一 W2,WiW2- 
^M']^ i^if W2,W1W2.  
互用性問題 II mw2. 
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Noun phrase Indexes 
一 件 事 情 Ws,WiW2Ws.  
一種搡作系統 Ws, W1W2W3. 
這 種 結 合 Ws，WiW2W3. 
這 種 方 法 Ws, 1^ 11^ 2^ ^^ 3 • 
各 個 陣 營 Ws, WiW2Ws. 
1 2 個字符 Ws,WiW2Ws. 
1 4 個 字 符 Ws,WiW2Ws.  
網絡的操作系、统 W3,WiW2Ws. 
有 意 義 的 信 息 W4,WIW2W3W4.  
分佈計算的希望 W4,WiW2WsW4- 
得到的一對操作系、统 W5,WSW^W5,WIW2WS, WIW2WSW4W5. 
每種系、统的用户接口 1(；6,^ «^ 5切6,^ ^^ 3切4^ 6^，"^ 3^^ <^ 4切5^ 6^, 
W1W2WsW4WQ, W1W2WsW4W^WQ. 
C008  
成果庫 WiW2.  
核心庫 WiW2- 
軟件方法 W2,WiW2.  
管理模式的科學化 WA,WiW2WsWj. 
系統設計 W2,WiW2- 
代碼設計 W2,WiW2.  
數據標識 W2,WjW2.  
國家標準 "^2,^n^^2. 一 
核心部分 WiW2- 
結點部分 WiW2.  
成果數據庫 W2,WiW2.  
數據庫系統 W2,WiW2.  
明確的代碼 Ws,W1W2W3.  
明確的定義 Ws,WiW2Ws- 
管理信息系、统 W3,W2W3,W1W2W3.  
數據庫的管理 Ws,WiW2W3.  
中科院成果庫 W2W3,W1W2W3.  
可代不馬4匕的數據項 W4,WiW2WsW4- 
核 心 庫 的 數 據 W4,W1W2W3WA.  
成果蓉定者身上 W4, W2W3W4, WjW2W3W4- 
規範4匕的數據格式 m, W3W4, W1W2W4, WjW2W3W4- 
數據項描述的規範 W4^, W1W3W4, W1W2W3W4.  
一 九 八 四 年 ;^itt;2^^ 3^4^^ 5- 
成 果 庫 的 應 用 環 境 W5, W1W2, W4W5,W1W2W3W5,1{^^^2奶^；譯5. 
成 果 庫 的 資 源 環 境 W5, m^2, W4W5,W1W2W3W5, t^ itt;2^ ;3^ 4^^ 5^-
一成果庫的數據採集 ^5, m^2, mU^5, W1W2W3W5, lt;i^ ;2^ 3^^ 4^^ 5^-
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Noun phrase Indexes 
角 色 間 的 關 係 模 型 W^, W4W5, WiW3W4W5,WiW2W3W4W5.  
應 用 軟 件 的 開 發 周 期 1^ 4^ ^^ 5, W2W3W4W5, W1W2W3W4W5. 
申 報 成 果 的 信 息 採 集 W5, W4W5, W1W2WsW5, W1W2W3W4W5.  
成 果 信 息 管 理 的 要 求 W5, W1W2W4W5,W1W2W3W4W5. 
現 實 環 境 中 的 概 念 模 式 1^ 6, W5W6, W1W2W4W6,W1W2W4W5W6, 
^ iyitt;2 f^^ 3^4^65 W1W2W3W4W5W6. 
分 析 現 實 管 理 環 境 的 基 礎 we, w1w3w4w5w6, w1w2w3w4w5w6.  
每 ^© ^ it^M 的 11¾ 及長复 1^5, W7, W5WeW7, W3W4W5,1^3^^^4^^7, 




親爭對手 W2,WiW2.  
年輕新手 W2,WiW2.  
經營數目 WiW2. 
公司楝樑 W2,WiW2- 
軟件產業 W2,WjW2.  
軟件銷售 W2,WiW2.  
軟件產業界 W2,WjW2.  
計算機事業 W2,WiW2.  
這家公司 Ws,WiW2Ws.  
兩家公司 Ws,W1W2W3.  
一 種 作 風 W3,W1W2W3.  
公 司 的 掌 艇 人 W3W4,W1W2WsW4.  
人爲的框框 Ws,WiW2Ws- 
事業的成功 Ws,WiW2Ws.  
鎖>售的關鍵 W3,W1W2W3.  
實踐的考驗 W3,W1W2W3.  
企業家的秉賦 W3,W1W2W3.  
公司事業的核心 Wj, W2W3Wi, WiW2WsW^.  
、經營思想方面 WiW2W3.  
計算機科學專業 ^^；2奶-
公司的工作方式 —W3W4,W1W2WsW4.  
公司總裁兼主管 m, w1w2, w1w4,w2w3w4, wiw2w3w4.  
年青人的理想和熱情 Wi,W3,1^5, ^^ 3^ 4^^ 5^, W1W2W3, 
W1W2W^W^W5. 
C010  
年產值 W2,WrW2.  
年利潤 W2,WiW2.  
" ^ 技 成 果 || ;^2,^ l^^ t^ 2. 
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一定的成績 W3,W1W2W3.  
公 司 的 發 展 戰 略 W4, WsW4t W1W2W4, W1W2WsW4. 
公 司 的 重 要 優 勢 W4, WsW4, W1W2W4, W1W2WsW4. 
# ^ ^ jjj^ 的 #4匕 W4, W2WsW4, W1W2W3W4. 
# t ^ 1：視的開#玉^ ^ W5, W4Ws, W2WsWs, W2WsW4W5, 
W1W2WsW5^ W1W2WsW4W5. 
1 9 8 9 年 的 計 劃 工 作 會 w1,w4w5,w3w4w5, w1w2w4w5, 
WiW2WsW4W5-
國 内 的 年 需 求 量 W4W5W6, W1W2W3W4W5W6.  
國 内 的 技 術 和 實 業 W4, We, iy4^t^5^6,^l^t^2^f^3^4, ^ ^!!¢^2^^3^6, 
W1W2WsW4W5We. 
J001  




機槍火力 W2,WiW2.  
防禦戰严] W2,WiW2. 
防禦火力配系 W2,WiW2.  
防空火力配系 W2,WiW2.  




各 種 兵 器 Wz,WiW2W^.  
各 種 火 器 Wz,WiW2Wz.  
嚴密的火網 Wz,WiW2Wz.  
部隊的準備時間 W3W4,mU)2mm.  
步兵和炮兵火力 m,m, mm, w1w2w4, wiw2w3w4.  
炮兵火力和障礙物 U>4, W2W3W4, W1W2W3W4.  
中國人民志願軍的炮兵和高射火器 W3, W5, W3W4W5, W1W2W3,W1W2W5, 
w1w2w3w4w5. 
打 飛 機 和 打 坦 克 的 火 力 川7，W4W5WeW7, W1W2WeW7, 
W1W2W3W4W5WeW7. 
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Noun phrase Indexes 
J002 
~ ^ 空降兵 II W2,WiW2-
^ ^ 然 障 礙 'W2,WIW2. 
指定地區 W2,WiW2-
主力部隊 W2,WiW2-
兵力火力 W2,WiW2.  
兵力兵器 Wi,W2,WiW2-
防禦陣地 W2,WiW2. 
防禦配系 W2,WiW2. “ 
防禦戰严1 ““ W2,WiW2. 
劣勢兵力 W2,WiW2- 
i i A 的 進 攻 W3, W1W2W3. 
強有力的預備隊 Ws,WiW2Ws.  
戰严 ]的重要内容 1^ 4, W3W4, W1W2W4, W1W2WsW4. 
兵力兵器的酉己置 m,^2,m,w1w2,w1w3w4,w2w3w4, 
wiw2w3w4. 
敵 人 的 火 力 準 備 和 衝 擊 W4, W6,W3W4, W4W5W6, W3W4W5We, 
WiW2tU4, W1W2W6, W1W2W3W4, W1W2W4W5W6, 
W1W2WsW4W5WQ. 
防禦陣地部隊 Ws,WiW2,WiW2Ws.  
野 戰 防 禦 陣 地 和 堅 固 防 禦 陣 地 Ws,WiWs, W1W2Ws, WsWj, WeW7, 






兩路 W2,WjW2.  
一 晝 夜 WiW2- 
十七勇士 W2,WiW2.  
放身+彳生武器 W2,WiW2.  
放射性物質 WiW2. 一 
放射性戰劑 tt;2,^ n^^2- 
聯合國大會 ^n^^2. 一 
1 3 條鐵索 w3,w1w2w3.  
密集的槍彈 W3,WiW2W3- 
反應堆的廢料 ^;3,^n^2W3. 一 
-殺傷效應的大小 II WiW2WsW4-
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詢問信號 W2,WiW2.  
回答信號 W2,WiW2.  
預定密碼 1^ 2,^ 1^^ 2^. 
目標識別 ^ t t ; 2 . 
電波信號 W2,WiW2.  
機載設備 W2,WiW2-
飛航式導彈 W2,WiW2. 
無線電導航設備 W3, W1Ws,W2Ws, W1W2Ws.  
一 組 编 碼 信 號 W4, WsW4, WiW2W4-, W1W2WsW4. 
空中飛機的位置 W2, W4, WiW2, W2WsW4, W1W2WsW4. 
飛機地面導航設備 VH, W1Ws,W2Ws, W2W4, W3W4, W1W2WsW4. 
地面無、線電導航設備 W4, W1W3,W1W4, W2W3, W2W4, W3W4, 
W1W2W3W4. 
識 別 目 標 的 信 息 範 圍 W5,W4W5,W1W2W3W5, ^；1^；2^ 3^^ 4^^ 5^-
電波信號往返的時間 W2WsW4Ws, WiW2WsW^W^.  
乡宗合‘性的目標識別系、统 1^ 5,^ ^^ 3^ ^^ 4, U)4Ws, W3W4W5, W1W2W4W5, 
WiW2W^W^Ws-
JQQ5  
人椅 Wi,W2,WiW2.  
系統工作 W2,WiW2- 
飛機洞庫 W2,WiW2.  
飛機掩體 W2,WiW2- 
飛機掩蔽庫 W2,WiW2.  
機場跑道 WiW2.  
縱深機場 W2,WiW2. 
常規武器 ~ ~ W2,WiW2. 
地形條件 W2,WjW2.  
結構形式 WiW2.  
飛機掩蔽庫 —U;2 ,W iW2 . 
飛機掩蔽庫 一 ^i^2,mW2. 
密閉彈射搶 W2,WjW2.  
鋼筋混凝土結構 m^2' 
坑道式飛機庫 —W 2 , W i W 2 . 
土 或 磚 还 W1,W3,W1W2W3.  
離機装置 W3,W1W2W3.  
1 2 架飛機 w3,w1w2w3.  
~8 0 0 架飛機 ;^3,^ 1^^ 2^ t^ 3-
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Noun phrase Indexes 
飛機救生設備 Ws, W1Ws,W2Ws. 
飛行人員月支體 WiW2, W1W2Ws. 





飛行人員 WjW2.  
飛機救生 W2,WiW2.  
防護裝具 W2,WiW2.  
防護頭皇 W2,WiW2.  
彈射座椅 W2,WiW2.  
告警信號 W2,WiW2- 
告警設備 W2,WiW2.  
規避措施 W2,WiW2- 
字符形式 WiW2. -
信號處理機 • W2,WiW2. 
可控飛行器 W2,WiW2.  
微型發動機 “W2,WiW2. 
降落伞系統 —WrW2. 
喷氣式飛機 tt;2,^ <^ l^ <^ 2.  
飛機速度的增大 W2, W4, WjW2, W2W3W4, W1W2W3W4.  
保護載機的目的 W4,W1W2WsW4.  
早 期 的 飛 機 救 生 設 備 W1,W5,W4Ws,W3W4, W3W5,WsW4W5, 
W1W2W5, W1W2W4W5,W1W2WsWs, W1W2WsW4W5. 
現<\ # ^ 4 i # 的發展 W5, W2Ws, W1W2Ws,W2W3W4W5, 
W1W2WsW4W5. 
密閉頭盘和力口壓月良 W2, W1W2, W4W5We, W2W3W4WsWG, 
W1W2WsW4W5WQ. 





相應措施 W2,WiW2.  
頻帶宽度 —W j W 2 . — 
對抗措施 W2,WiW2- 
國土 防空 W2,WrW2.  
空中目標 W2,WiW2.  
航空運输 II W2,WiW2. 一 
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Noun phrase Indexes 
飛行秩序 ty2，^ t^ i^ f^ 2-
飛行管制 "^,~?/nt^2. 
這 種 系 統 Wz,WiW2Ws. 
特殊的控制 Ws,WiW2Ws.  
簡單的雷達告警器 ^ ^ m ; 2 ^ ^ 3 . 
複 雜 的 電 磁 環 境 W4, WsW4, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4. 
大型轟炸機和偵察機 W4, W2,W1W2, W2WsW4, W1W2WsW4. 
飛行1十劃内的情寿艮 W5, W2W4Ws,W2W3W4W5, W1W2W^W5, 
W1W2WsW4Ws. 
MH ^t4'J 的 4k^f 'lt^ W2, W5,W1W2, W4W5,W2W3W5,W2W3W4W5, 
W1W2W3W5,W1W2W3W4W5. 
飛行管命】的目的和任務 W6, W4,1^4^5^^6,^1^2^3^^^6, 
W1W2W3W4, W1W2W3W4W5We. 
¢ ^ i 4 ^ ^ 海域上空 W1W2,W4W5, W1W2WsW4W5. 
國 家 頒 發 的 航 空 法 規 W5, W4W5, W1W3W5W^1W3W4W5, 
W1W2W3W4W5. 




7 0 年代 —WiW2. 
北洋政府 W2,WiW2.  
作戰任務 W2,WjW2.  
航空兵部隊 WiW2- 
國民黨政府 W2,WiW2- 
第一次世界大戰初期 —W1W2. _ 
第二次世界大戰期間 —WiW2. 
兩名軍官 W3,W1W2W3.  
專門的敎練機 W3,W1W2W3.  
一系列訓練機構 ^^3,^1^^3,^^1^^2^3- 
7 所航空學校 W4, W3W4, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4.  
突擊速成的方》去 W4,W1W2W3W4. 
1 0 名陸軍軍官 W4, wsw4, w1w2w4, w1w2w3w4.  
飛機的操縱系、统 WsW4,WiW2WsW4- 
飛行訓練的組織 W4,WiW2WsW4- 
飛行訓練的内容 W2WsW4, W1W2WsW4.  
中國人民角竿放軍的飛行訓練 Wj, W3W4, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4.  
有、組織的飛行創丨練 W^, W4W5, W1W2W3W5, WiW2WsW4W5-
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自衛戰爭 W2,WiW2.  
犯罪行爲 W2,WiW2- 
國際爭端 W2,WiW2- 
侵略戰爭 W2,WjW2.  
一 紙 約 文 1^3,^^1^^2^3-
4生質和起因 1/；1,?/；3,秘1切2^ 3^-
國家政策工具 Ws,WiW2,WiW2Ws.  
一 項 重 要 #^f- W4, WsW4,1^11^2^4: W1W2WsW4. 
二 次世界大戰 W3W4,W1W2W3W4.  
國家政策的工具 W4, WjW2, W1W2W3W4.  
當事國的合法自衛權 Wj, W3W4, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4.  
非戰公約的法律效力 WsW^,W1W2WsW4.  
戰爭的因素牙口 危險‘性 W3, W5, W3W4W5, W1W2Ws, 1^11^2^^5, 
W1W2WsW4Ws. 





3¾¾: ^ # W2,W1W2.  
規定程序 W2,WiW2- 
人民角竿放軍 W2,WiW2- 
分導式多彈頭 W2,WiW2.  
集束式多彈頭 W2,WiW2- 
一個彈頭 tt;3,^ 1^^ 2^^ 3- 
多個彈頭 W3,W1W2W3.  
客觀的 y ^ ^ ^ ^ W4, W3W4, W1W2W4, W1W2W3W4.  
速勝派的譏諷 W3,W1W2W3.  
有 制 導 装 置 的 母 艙 W5,W1W2W3W4W5.  
分導式多彈頭的釋放方法 II W2, W5, WjW2, W4W5, W2W3W4W5,W1W2W3W4W5. I 
Appendix D 
Test Set for Compound Noun 
Index Extraction 
The following list of compound nouns forms the test set used for the compound nouns 
index extraction experiments described in Chapter 5. These compound nouns were 
extracted from 112 Chinese newspaper articles collection of Renmin Ribao (人民曰 
報 ) . T h e left hand side of the table shows the terms of the compound noun and 
the middle column specify the associated article. The right hand side shows whether 
the sub-compound should be extracted as an index or not. In three-term compound 
nouns, ' Y ' represents a valid index while 'N ' represents an invalid index. For the 
others, the right column shows the valid indexes where WiWj means an index with 
concatenating the i,& and the 产 terms of the compound noun. 
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D.1 Three-term Compound Nouns 
D . 1 . 1 N V N 
wi W2 ws Article w1w2 wiws w2w^ 
一系列 l j i j y ^ 機 構 = J 0 0 8 N ~ " W ^ Y 
一 系 列 ^ ¾ ^ 戰 爭 J009 N N — Y 
人口 ^ | ^ 勢頭 T007 Y N— N 
下 滑 道 H ^ 燈 J004 N ~ N ~ Y 
工商 - 管 理 部 門 一 T019 • N N— N 
工業 l f i r 人 員 T016 N N — Y 
工廠 ~ ^ 5 ~委員會 T032 N ~ ^ r ~ Y 
中 文 " ^ ¥ " 環 境 C001 N ~ ^ ~ Y 
公 益 性 " i ^ 功 能 S005 Y ~ ^ r ~ N 
天體 ^ ^ 眞 相 K003 N ~ ^ r ~ N 
文字 ^ > r 能力 - C Q 0 4 Y ~ ^ ~ Y 
文字 顯 ^ 功 能 _C004 Y " “ ^ Y 
月面 ^ ^ 船 —K001 Y " 1 T " Y 
水利 ~WW~ 專使 J012 N ~~^ Y 
代數 ~^W~ 理 論 — § 5 5 ^ Y ~ T r ~ Y 
外國 證 明 材 料 —T013 N N 一 Y 
外貿 ^ ^ ¥ " 額 _ T011 N Y N 
外貿 ^ ^ ¾ ^ 額 —T031 —N Y N 
外貿 ~^丨厂講總額 -T011 N Y — N 
外 貿 " ^ j ^ ^ 總額 T031 N ~~Y~ N 
市場 1 ¾ ^ 怪圈— T 0 2 7 N ~"¥~" Y 
市場 供 , ^ 關係 —T027 N ~ W ~ Y 
布爾 檢素-策略 —§5I5~ Y ~~!r~ Y 
布爾 查 詢 情 形 S010 _ ~ Y ~ N - N 
布爾 ^ ^ 系統— S 0 1 0 Y ~ i r ~ Y 
布爾 1 ^ ^ 模 型 —S010 Y ^ F Y 
布爾 ^ ^ 理論— S 0 0 7 N ~ ^ ~ ~ Y 
布爾 ~W¥~理論 -S010 N N Y 
布 爾 " ^ i ^ " 結 構 - S 0 1 0 Y N Y 
布爾 ^ ^ 策 略 —S010 Y N Y 
民眾 " l ^ n i _同盟軍-J012 N Y Y 
目 視 " " ¥ ^ r 設備 355?~ Y N Y 
目標 ^ ^ 系 統 J004 Y N Y 
目標 ^ r 體 制 J004 Y N Y 
全部 " 1 ¾ ^ 資 金 T009 N N Y 
各級 _ 防 禦 陣 地 一 JQ02 N N ~ Y 
向量 檢 索 理 論 S008 Y N Y 
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wi W2 ws Article 1^ 11^ 2 1^ 11^ 3 w2ws 
向量 查 詢 結 構 S010 II Y N Y 
合理化_—建議1舌動 TOOl~ Y — N N -
地 面 _ 導 航 _ 台 站 JOOr_ N — Y Y • 
成 果 _ 蓉 定 i COQ^ Y — N Y • 
收入 分配_問題—百 0 0 6 Y “ N N ~ 
自 我 一 發 展 ~ ^ 力 S001 - N N ~ N 
自我—發展 " ^ § ^力 S002 _ N N~~ N 
低 空 — 救 生 1 司 題 J 0 0 ^ Y — N Y “ 
快速 ' K K ~ ^ ~ J007 - N N~~ Y 
技術 W ^ ^ ^ ~ CQ03 “ Y N — N 
系 統 _ 支 撑 ^ 件 ~ 5 5 5 ^ Y — N Y . 
命 令 _ 出 錯 ^ 息 COOl" Y — N Y • 
季節 移動_情況 ~1?016 N N Y 
服装 _ 出 口 " >額 ~ ^ ^ 5 ^ Y — N Y 
物 理 — 研 究 ^ 果 ~ 1 ? 5 5 ^ Y N Y 
物 體 — 運 動 狀 態 _ I ^ 5 T ^ N 1^~~ N 
社會 發 展 主 力 軍 T 0 0 ^ Y N N 
社會 需 求 量 T027 N N 一 “ Y ~ 
社 會 主 義 建 設 事 葉 一 T020 “ Y ~ ~ ^ N 
空中 _ 作 戰 演 習 — J008 N Y Y 
信函 ―“ ^ W 設備 T018 Y N - Y 
信函 分 揀 機 T018— Y N~~ Y 
信 函 _ 投 遞 量 T 0 1 ^ Y Y Y 
l F i i 傳 遞 過 程 " T o i 8 Y _ N ~~N~~ 
~ W M ^ ~ 管理•體制 S002 N N ~ Y ~ 
科學 — ~ g ^ 飛 行 J007 N N - Y 
科學 幻想；】、説 KOOl Y Y Y 
胚胎 發 育 過 程 "l^XM Y N 一“N~~ 
計算機 生 產 ~ W CQQ6 Y Y - Y 
計 算 機 " ^ l F 業 C006 Y N~~ Y 
計算機――製造商 C006 Y 1 ^ ~ Y 
~ y ^ 演 習 地 域 J007 N Y ~ Y ~ 
軍官 服 役 條 例 J020 “ Y " " j T " Y 
~±n 建 設 工 程 " " 1 i ^ 5 ^ N - N ~ " Y ~ 
飛機 1 ^ ^ " Z ^ ~ J005 Y Y Y 
飛機 牽 引 導 軌 J005 Y ~ ^ r ~ Y 
飛機 W^~^~~ J0Q5 - N Y Y 
飛機 ^ ^ ^ ¾ ~ " J0Q6 ~ N ~"Y~~ Y 
原子 運 動 速 度 S013 N — N N 
根據地 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J011 一 Y ~ ^ r ~ N 
烤 煙 - 收 購 量 —T038 Y N - Y 
能量 轉 換 元 件 J015 II Y N N 
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wi W2 Ws Article w1w2 wiws w2w^ 
航天 運 載 裝 置 T016 N Y N 
航天飛機起飛•重量 "T016 N “ N Y ~ 
航 線 — 導 航 ~ ^ 備 J004 一 Y N ~ Y 
配 套 _ 流 動 1 身 金 T 0 0 ^ N — N Y 
商 店 — 營 業 " ^ i ^ M ~ T019 一 N Y~~ Y 
國 民 — 生 產 ― 奴 值 ~ " ^ ^ 5 ^ N _ N N 
國 民 — 生 產 1 悤 値 ^ f 5 5 ^ N 1 ^ ~ N 
國家 _ 發明 1 C010~ N ~^ r~ Y 
國 際 _ 競 爭 ~ ^ 力 T 0 3 ^ N "N~" Y 
國 際 化 ~ 發 展 " ^ 路 " ^ f 5 5 ^ N 1^~~ Y 
情報 ~ ~ 服 務 1 量 S0Q3 — Y Y~~ N 
情報 WW~SM~ SQQ3 — Y N~~ N 
情報 _ ~ ^ ^ ^ ¥ W S0Q3 “ Y N - N 
情 報 — ~ ^ ^ 1 i ^ ~ ~ SQ05 _ Y N - N 
情報 Wt~~JM~~ SQQ7 - Y Y~~ Y 
情報 _ " W t " ~ W m ~ S0Q8 _ Y Y - Y 
情報 _ " ^ ^ ^ ¾ - SQQ7 Y ~ ^ r ~ Y 
情報 WW理論 S010 Y N Y 
情 報 — 檢 索 理 暴 一 S011 一 Y N Y 
情報 飞 索 理 論 -so i2 ― “ ~ N ~ ^ r ~ 
情 報 — 檢 索 語 言 _ S012 _ Y N - Y 
情報 - ^ ^ 問題 S009 — Y N ~ ^ r ~ 
捲 煙 — 生 產 企 業 一 TQ38 Y ~ ^ r ~ N 
捲煙 ^ ^ ^ ¾ ~ ~ T038 Y N — N 
理論 ^ 1 " ^ ^ ~ ~ S007 — Y ~ ^ r ~ Y 
袋形 " j i ^ 陣地 J011 — N Y • Y 
軟 件 ― “ W W 老手 C009 Y " 1 T " Y 
1 j s ^ 野 戰 工 事 " ^ 5 5 I ~ N Y ~ Y ~ " 
" l j s ^ 野戰•工事 ~T002 N Y Y 
寒區 ^ ^ " " ¥ 1 ^ ~ J006 一 N Y~~ Y 
棗樹 WW技術 T023 — Y N~~ Y 
無 線 電 一 導 航 設 ^ ~ JQ04 一 N ~ Y Y 
短期――刘練 1 幾構 " 1 5 ^ Y " N ~ Y 
~ ^ 控 制 系 統 J005 Y N Y 
菜 農 — ~ ' M T 合同 T027 — ~ ^ Y Y 
轴承 ^^~¥W~ TOOl Y N ~ Y 
" 1 ¾ ^ 加 工 技 術 TOOl Y N N — 
幹部 ^ ^ ― 條 例 J020 Y N Y 
幹部 任 免 權 限 J021 N Y Y 
概率 " ^ " ^ 1 ~ SOQ8 _ Y N - Y 
概 率 一 檢 索 理 ^ ~ S008 Y N Y 
概率 檢 索 理 論 S009 II Y N Y 
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wi W2 w^ Article W1W2 wiw^ w2ws 
概 率 ~ " 檢 素 ~ ^ 論 SOl6~ Y — N Y — 
概 率 — 排 序 ^ ¾ ~ SQQ9 “ Y N ~ Y 
概 率 一 檢 素 ~ ^ ~ S010 - N N ~ Y 
煙 草 — 種 植 ^ ¾ ~ TQ38 - Y N ~ N 
煤 炭 - 運 輸 任 務 一 TQ01 “ Y N 一 Y 
當代 l f ^ 語 言 學 ― S Q 1 6 —N Y ~ ^ r ~ 
節 目 — 主 持 ~T^ T029 “ Y N ~ N 
經 濟 一 援 助 " 1 ¾ ~ T033 一 Y N"一 N 
經 濟 ~ ~ 建 設 ~ ^ 子 T 0 3 ^ Y _ N N — 
農 民 - 起 義 武 装 一 J022 “ Y Y _ Y 
雷 達 — 告 警 ~W^~ J006 - N Y ~ Y 
電 子 — 對 抗 ^ ¾ “ ^ J006 一 N Y ~ Y 
電 子 - ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ J007 ‘ N Y _ Y 
電 子 — 對 抗 ~ ^ ~ J023 - N Y 一 Y 
電 子 - 干 擾 設 備 — J 0 0 6 “ N Y “ Y 
電 子 " ^ ¾ " 設 備 J007 —N Y ~ " Y ~ 
圖 形 — 编 輯 ~ ^ ^ ~ C004 Y N Y 
圖形 處理 " " ^ ^ ^ i ~ CQ04 “ Y N N 
圖形 顯 示 控 制 器 C004 一 Y N N 
圖形 ~ ^ 入 手 段 -CQQ4 一Y N ~ ~ ^ ~ 
圖 形 一 處 理 能 力 C 0 0 ^ Y N N 
~t^~"增長年率 T 0 0 ^ N N Y 
漢字 壓 縮 技 術 — C 0 1 0 " ~ Y ~ Y ~ Y ~ 
漢語 ^ ^ 程序 S014 ~ Y N ~ ^ r ~ 
語義 分 析 系 統 — S 0 2 0 Y N ~~N~~ 
遠東 補纟^港 " M ^ N N ~ Y ~ " 
價格 上漲 1 ¾ ¾ ~ " TQ01 ~ ~ N ~ ^ r ~ 
敵我 識別 " " ^ g ~ joo4 " ~ Y ~ N ~^r~ 
數據 ~ ^ 能力 c"55^" Y N ~ i r ~ 
數 據 " ¥ ^ 能 力 - C 0 0 8 ~~Y N ~ ^ 
數據 ^ ^ 格 式 - C 0 0 8 ~ Y N ~Y~~ 
數 據 庫 管 理 系 統 ~ ~ CQ08 _ Y Y — Y 
蔬 菜 - ^ ¾ " 體 制 T027 _ Y N N 
蔬菜 定購 ^ ~ _ T027 —“^Y~ N ~ " ^ 
劑量 探測 " " ^ ¾ ~ " JQ15 N N ~ Y 
機場 ^ l T " ^ ^ ~ JQQ4 “ N Y - Y 
機 器 " ^ ^ 系統 S014 — Y N ~ ^ r ~ 
機器 翻 譯 飞 统 S018 “ Y N Y 
機器 翻 譯 " ^ 驗 S014 “ Y N Y 
激光 ~ ¥ ^ " ^ ¥ " JQ06 —N Y Y 
鮮蛋 供 應 ^ ¾ TQ09 Y — Y N “ 
職工 活 動 中 心 T032 II N N Y 
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D.1 .2 O t h e r t h r e e - t e r m c o m p o u n d nouns 
wi W2 ws Article w1w2 wiws w2w3 
自然 語 言 處 理 —5Mr~:^ ^= N ~^r^ 
機器 " ^ ^ 碼 -C001 ~ N ~ ~ N “ Y 
基本 實用-程序 —5Mi N ~ Y Y~~ 
系統 ^ ^ 結 構 ~555^ N " ~ Y Y 
最 ^ ~ . 「 艮 度 ~CQ02~ N 一 N N -
程序 適當-位置 —555^ N~" N Y — 
最 大 - 力 量 _ b003 ~ N ~ N N“― 
圖形 庳 - 結 構 _ b 004 Y — N Y — 
通訊 網絡-管理 ^ 0 0 5 ~ ~ N Y 一 
水產 ~^W~ 管理 ~555^ ~ Y N ~ 
計算機 通訊-網絡 —555^ ? r ~ Y Y~~ 
海洋 W ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ CQ05 Y ~ " T r ~ Y 
基本 ^ ^ 資料 ^ 5 5 5 ^ N ~ N Y~~ 
管理 信息_庫 _ ^ 5 5 ^ ~ N Y — 
成果 " ^ i fX "管理 ~555^ Y~ N N~~ 
表格 格 式 文 本 —b008 N — N Y 
管理 " i f ^ " 系 統 " " 5 5 5 ^ N ~ N Y~~ 
輕 ~ ^ ^ ^ 系統 - C O l Q N N — Y 
年 ~W^ 量 -C010 N N Y 
計劃 " i ^ 會 -C010 ~ ~ Y ~ Y N 
防禦 " ^ 也 部 隊 J002 ~"Y~~ N — N 
野戰 防 ^ 陣 地 - JQQ2 ~ N ~ N — Y 
堅固 防 禦 陣 地 J002 ~ N ~ Y Y 
反 空 降 陣 地 l 0 0 2 N N ~ N ~ ~ 
近程 導 航 設 備 J004 N ~ N ~ ~ Y 
遠程 導 航 設 備 joo4 ~ i T " N ~^r~ 
穩定 " ^ ¾ 系統 J005 ~ N ~ ~ N ~ ~ ^ ~ 
現代 " f f ¥ 技術 Joo6 —“^?r~ N ~ ^ r ~ 
飛行 訓 練 體 系 -J008 ~ " Y ~ N - Y 
航空 S W ~ -装備 J008 Y Y N 
危害 和 ^ 罪 - J 0 0 9 ~ "Y N 一 N 
小型 ^ l c W 發 動 機 ^ M T " Y N — Y 
中國 古代_戰爭 J013 ~ ^ Y ~ ~ ^ 
指揮 1 關 駐 地 J015 N N - N 
中國人民解放軍高級將領 J018 N Y Y 
中國人民解放軍~ ^ ^ r將領 J O i ^ N Y Y 
中國 1 ^ ^ 軍 事 家 - J 0 1 9 ~ N ~ Y Y 
合理 結構—制度 J020 N N N 
幹部 工 作 制 度 J020 II Y Y N 
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wi W2 wz Article w1w2 wiws w2ws 
軍隊 " ^ ^ 隊 伍 J020 Y Y N 
幹部 ~W^ 制度— J 0 2 1 " ~ ~ N f 
國家 ~ W ^ 級 別 J021 N N ^ 
職稱 ~^K 制 一 jo2i ~ ? r N ~^r~ 
官職 *^¾^ 制 - J 0 2 1 ~ N ~ N N 
技術 院 校 — J 0 2 2 “ N N N 
人民 ^ ^ 部 - J 0 2 2 N N Y 
代 ^ i ~ 制 度 - J 0 2 2 ~ ~ N N 
中 國 人 民 解 放 軍 ^ ^ 航 空 兵 ^ 5 ^ Y _ N N 一 
中國 1 ^ ^ 總 司 令 - J 0 2 3 ~N~~ N N 
地球 - 空 間 軌 道 — K Q 0 1 “ N N N 
雄厚 ^ ^ 實 力 _K002 ~ Y " N N 
人民 健康—水平 1 ^ 5 5 ^ Y • N Y 
人口 " ^ 均 壽 命 -K003 一N N Y 
掘 # ~ 人 _ K003 ~ N ~ " N “ N 
宮 外 事 — K 0 0 4 “ N N — N 
工程 技 術 人 員 -K005 ~~N Y “ Y 
基本 l i ^ 單 位 - K 0 0 9 ~ N ~ Y - N 
年 1 均 溫 度 -K015 ~ N ~ N Y 
熱帶 ~^w~ 氣候 K"5iT" N . Y ~ ^ r ~ 
熱帶 “ ^ 氣候 ~i^5TB~ N Y ~ ^ r ~ 
熱帶 " " ^ ^ 氣候 K016 ~ " ^ Y ~ ^ r ~ 
世界 ^ ^ 圖 _K016 ~ ^ N ~~^r~ 
熱帶 l : j ^ 氣 候 _K016 N Y Y 
亞熱帶 季 ^ 氣 候 Koi6 一~?r Y ~^r~ 
溫帶 季 ^ 氣 候 K016 ~ ? r ~ Y f 
正 ¢ ^ 集合 - K 0 1 7 ~ ^ ^ N ~ Y ~ 
經濟 # ^ " 改 革 _ S001 N N “ Y 
承包 " ^ ¥ " 貴 任 制 S002 一"N“― N ~ ^ r ~ 
" ^ i j r - 分 配 制 度 — S 0 0 2 . N N Y 
用 •人 制度 S002 • Y N— N 
經營 _ 管理辦法 S002 _ N Y — Y 
情報 ^ F " 模 式 S002 Y "~N Y~" 
1 ^ _ 社 會 效 益 S002 “ N Y N 
情報 資 ^ ~專輯 soo3 ~ ? r ~ N ~ i r ~ 
情報 ^ l F 模 式 - S 0 0 3 ― “ ~ N ~ ^ ~ ~ 
經濟 市 場 領 域 S003 ~ " i ^ N N 
廣大 1 户 需 求 S003 N N Y~~ 
~W¥ 經 濟 效 益 一 SOQ3 • N N Y 
國家 " i ? ^ 補貼 S003 _~?r~ N - Y 
情報 I 工 作 改 革 S003 II Y N N— 
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wi W2 ws Article W1W2 wiw^ w2w3 
知 識 形 態 _ 產 品 S003 N N ~ N 
~W^^M^ 條件 S003 Y ~ i r ~ N 
l P T 體 制 改 革 S004 N ~ ^ r ~ Y 
重要 ^ ^ 基礎 _ S004 N ~ ~ N ~ N 
~±^^W 結構 —S004 N ~ ^ r ~ N 
知 識 情 報 資 源 S004 Y 1 ^ Y 
l P T ^ ^ 工作 S005 N ~ ^ ~ Y 
" ^ ^ I P T " 需 求 S005 N ~ ^ r ~ Y 
IPi；““WW 功能 S005 Y ~ " N ~ N 
" B ^ i p r 部門 soo6 ~ ^ r ~ N ~ ^ r ~ 
i p r " ^ # r 改革 soo6 N ~ ^ r ~ Y 
l p r ^ ^ 項目 S006 Y ~ ~ W N 
^ ^ ^ l P ^ _ 人 員 ~ g 5 5 ^ ~ N i r ~ Y 
原始 ~ M 7 — 需 求 S007 N ~ N ~ ~ Y 
科學 1 £ ^ 水平 -S009 N ~ N ~ Y 
情 報 " ？ j ^ 刊物 -SQ12 N ~~N~~ N 
自動 1 ¾ ~ ~ 詞 _ S012 N ~~N~~ Y 
~Wk^^¥~ 性能 —S013 N ~ ^ ~ N 
" t ^ l t ^ 處理 _S014 Y ~ ^ r ~ Y 
~^W~WW 集合 S "5 i ^ Y ~W~ N 
T ^ ^ T " 分 析 S015 Y ~ i r ~ N 
擴 充 " ^ ^ 網絡 S015 N ~ ~ N ~ N 
自 然 語 言 - 處 理 S016 N N — Y 
漢語自動•處理 " W T " N ~ " Y ~ N 
記 號 組 - 類 型 -SQ17 N ~ ? r N • 
~M^~mW 特徵 so2o Y ~^r~ N 
詞 組 " ^ ¥ " 特 徵 S020 N N N 
l f 4 ~ ~ W W 分析 ~ ^ 5 ^ N ~~Y~~ N 
漢 語 " ^ ¾ " 處 理 S020 N Y r T " 
優 惠 貸 款 _ 利 率 T002 Y N N 
刺 激 銷 售 - 措 施 T002 Y N — N 
廣 大 人 民 群 眾 T003 N N Y 
國 家 領 導 - 階 級 T003 N N ~ Y 
~^W當代"^人階級 T 0 5 ^ N “ Y N — 
廣 大 勞 動 人 民 __T003 N N - Y 
整個~ ^ W ~形勢 T003 N N ~ N 
政 府 " ^ W ' 報 告 TQ03 N N — N 
人 民 ~ 1 ^ 選 舉 • T004 Y N — Y 
" # ^ " « ~ 會議 ^^55^ N ~ i r ~ Y 
政 治 聯 盟 - 問 題 T005 Y N — Y 
" ^ ¾ 装 置 現 場 T006 N N N 
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wi W2 ws Article W1W2 W1W3 w2ws 
就業 勞動 培訓 T007 II N Y Y -
未 婚 — 男 女 ’ 青 年 " W T " N " ~ i r ~ Y “ 
優 先 — 考 慮 •貸款 i f 5 5 ^ N — N N ‘ 
中國 民 主 - 革 命 —¥55^ ? r~ Y Y~~ 
巨大 精 神 - 力 量 ^ f55^ ^T " N N~~ 
封 建 £ 1 7 殘 醋 “ 統 治 "^^55^ N~" N N~~ 
帝國 1 ^ 1 7 侵略—掠奪 _^^55 i ^ N N ~ 
~ ^ 農 業 一 銀 行 " " i ^ 5 ^ ? r~ N Y~~ 
~ ^ ^ 倶樂部一隊 ^ M 5 ^ N N— 
鄉鎮 工 業 - 利 湖 ~ W I Y~ N Y~~ 
農 村 一 公 路 •橋樑 "^^ IT"_ N — N N -
i T f 福利 _ 事業 ~ ^ ^ n Yr~ N ~ ^ ~ 
承包 經營—貴任制 T011 ~ N ~ N ~ N 
友好 合 作 — 關 係 -T014 ~"N~— N “ N 
世界 發 達 一 國 家 -T017 ~ " N ~ N - N 
聯 合 — 援 助 _ 行 動 ] M ^ N ~ i r ~ Y -
" ^ t ^ 事務 工作 ^ M ^ Y N “ ^ ~ " 
社會主 1 現代化’事業 T020 N Y N _ 
1 ^ 新 一技術 f55^ N ~ N Y — 
火炬 計劃 “ ^ TQ25 Y ~ ^ r ~ N 
T ¥ 資 金 — 渠 道 ^[^55^ N ~ N Y~~ 
蔬菜 ~ ~ 市 場 _行情 T027—_ Y N Y 
整個 維 修 — 工 程 -T028 • N N - Y 
1 ^ ¾ 工業 利潤 T031 • Y N ~ ~ " 
社會 福 利 — 事 業 -T031 _ ~ N ~ N — N 
承包 經營 ~ f ¥ ^ r T031 N ~~N~~ N 
~W^ 文化 生活 T032 ~N~~ Y “ ^ ~ 
民主 W^~網絡 _ T032 N N “ Y 
" ^ ¾ 排水管-線 T032 _ ~ ^ N ~N~~ 
" ^ ¾ 工 業 - 體 系 f555"" Y N ~~?r~ 
" ^ ¾ 技術 水平 -T035 N N — Y 
~^j^ 合作—關係 ~^?557 i ^ N ~ i r ~ 
^ 平 國際 環 境 — T 0 3 7 '~ N N — Y 
~WW 技術—幹部 T038 • N N ~"Y~~ 
先進 技術 設備 T038 • N Y Y 
熟 練 _ 煙 農 隊伍 T O f . N ~ 1 ^ N 
~ ^ 合作 關係 —T039 N N N 
" ^ W 技術 合作 T039 II N Y N~" 
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D.2 Four-term Compound Nouns 
wi W2 Ws w4 Article Valid indexes 
漁業 管理 信息 系統 C005 w1w2,w1w3,w1w4,w1w2w4,w1w3w4, 
WiW2WsW4-
飛機 地面 導航 設備 J004 w1w3 ,w2w3 ,w2w4 ,wi w3w4 ,w2w3w4, 
WiW2WsW4-
地面 無、線電 導航 設備 J004 w1w3,w1w4,w2w3,w2w4,w1w2w3, 
Wi W2W4 ,Wi W3W4 ,W2W3W4 ,W1W2W3W4. 
現代 無線電 導航 技4标 J004 w2w3 ,wi w2w3 ,w1w3w4 ,w2w3w4, 
WiW2WsW4-
彈道 彈4十 救生 系、统 J006 wi w3w4 ,w2w3w4 ,wi w2w3w4. 
高空 快速 穩定 尸奪落 J006 w1w4,w2w4,w1w2w4,w1w3w4, 
W2W3W4,W1W2W3W4. 
技術 幹部 管理 工作 J020 w2w3 ,w1w2w3 ,w2w3w4 ,wi w2w3w4 • 
軍隊 -科學 " W " ^ 部 門 — J 0 2 2 'wiW4,WiW2W3W4. 一 
人民 解放軍 空軍 飛機 J023 wi W2 ,w2w3 ,w2w4 ,wi w2w3 ,wi w2w4, 
w2W3W4 ,W1W2W3W4. 
中國人民解放軍““¥W 領 導 機 關 l023~~^WiW2,Wi W3 ,w2w3 ,Wi W2w^, 
w1wzw/^^w2w^w4,^w1w2w2,w4,. 
政治 體制 改革 進程 S004 w1w2,w1w3,w1w2w3,w1w3w4, 
W1W2W3W4. 
整個 社會 改革 潮流 S004 102^^^35^1^3^4,^^^2^3^4,^^1^2^3^4-
漢字 输出 输人 ~11~算機 SQ14 WiW2W4,WiW3W4,WiW2W3W4- 
職工 合理4匕 建議 活動 TOOl w1w3,w2w3,w1w2w3,w1w3w4, 
W2W3W4 ,Wi W2W3W4. 
人口 目標 管理 貴任制 TQQ7 w1w3,w1w2w3,w1w3w4,w1w2w3w4. 
新型 垂直 # # 火箭 T016 WiW4,m^2^4,^2U^3^4,^1^2^3^4-
火：！：巨 ifM 王作 會議 T025 w1w2,w1w2ws,w1w2w4,w2w3w4, 
W1W2W3W4. 
國營 ^ 道 主 導 作 用 T027 w1w2w3w4. 
民族 歷史 文4匕 遣產 TQ28 w2w3,w2w3w4,w1w2w3w4.  
職工 代表 定期 檢查 T032 WiW2,WiW2W4,W2WsW4,WiW2WsW4-
民主 評議 幹部 制度 T032 Wi W2 ,W2Ws ,W2W4 ,wi W2W4 ,W2W3W4, 
wlw2w3wi. 
世界 乡方織 工業 大國 T035 w2ws,w1w2w3,w1w2w4,w2w3wi, 
WiW2W^W4' 
不同 社會 余】度 國家 TQ37 W2W3,W1W2WS,W1W2W3W4,.  
睦鄰 友好 合作 關係 T037 w1w4,w2w4,w1w2w3,w1w2w4, 
WiW^W4 ^ W2WzW4, ^ Wi W2W3W4. 
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D.3 Five-term and six-term Compound Nouns 
wi W2 ws w4 w5 We Article Valid indexes 
計劃 生育 基 礎 知 識 ~ ~ 敎 育 T007 II w1w2,w2w4, wsw4,w4w5, 
WiW2W4 ,Wi W2WsW4, 
w1w2wsw4w5. 
民 族 服 飾 “ “ W ^ " “ “ 1 ^ i T028 w1ws,wsw4,w1w2w3, 
1^11^3^^^4,^1^3^55 
WsW4Ws ,Wi W2WsW4, 
Wi WsW4W5 ,Wi W2WsW4W5. 












ambiguous case 68 contextual approach 92 
appositive clause 25 contextual information 68,69,85,92 
associative phrases 24,25,26 corpus learning 58 
approach 92 
binary branching hypothesis 16,17 corpus training 95 
boundary cross-set 42 
clause, 76,79 generation rules 44,103 
noun phrase, 38,79 dependency 16,44,45 
word, 36 digital library 11 
CD-ROM 11 ? i g i t a l V : r s a t，D i s = l l 
, , 1 . , . AA document analysis 27 
character-based indexing 20 DVD 11 
Chinese compound noun 32,69,92 
NVN, 62 English noun phrases 27 
Chinese information retrieval 5,7,20,93 
Chinese noun phrase 23,25,41,55,91,93 full inverted indexing 21 
extraction 37 
parser 38 gmmmar rules 40,42,44 
Chinese verb phrase 41 head noun section 42 
classifier phrase 24 head noun set 42,43,47,48 
clause boundary 76,79 head-final 41 
co-occurrence information 19,59,62,92 
complement structure 55 indexing compound noun 69,85,92 
compoun noun 26,28,32,40,50,85 indexing noun phrase 91 
analyzing, 53 indexing two-term compound nouns 55 
Chinese, 32,69,92 indexing 
indexing, 58,69,85,92 character-based, 20 
indexing two-term 55 full inverted, 21 
NN, 75 information retrieval 2,12 
NV, 59,62,75 Chinese, 5,7,20,93 
NVN, 62,63,72,73,83, internal structure 22 
two-term, 58,62 
VN, 59,62,75 keyword indexing 19,20 
computer typesetting 11 Ubrary system 10 
conjunction 27 
noun phrase 29,46,48 measure phrase 24,25 
135 
INDEX 136 
modifier section 42 sparse data distribution 66,75 
modifier set 42,43,47,48,50 sparse matrix problem 62 
modifier-head relationship 55 stop-words 14 
modifying phrase 24 structural ambiguity 27,34 
morphological indicators 37 structural information 58 
subjects index 11 
natural language processing 15 syntactic parse tree 91 
NN compound noun 75 syntactical analysis 85 
nominal compounds syntactical information 21,91 
interpreting, 54 
nominalized noun 25 test set 49,63,72,82,89,108,119 
noun phrase thesaurus 62,75,94 
boundary 38,79 threshold value 72,76,79 
Chinese, 23,25,41,55,91,93 training corpus 67,83 
conjunctive, 29,46,48 two-term compound nouns 58,62 
English, 27 
indexing, 91 vector model 14,19,20 
'de' 31 42 46 VN compound noun 59,62,75 
NV compound noun 59,62,75 , , , ^^ 
NVN compound noun 62,63,72,73,83 丽 ^ 二0，『乂 36 ^ word distance 75 
parallel structure 55 word segmentation 36 
parse tree 46,48 word sense determination 94 
parsing ambiguity world knowledge 57 
handling, 40 World Wide Web 11 
part-of-speech 19,37 (de，noun phrase 31,42,46 
categorizations 37 
tagging 37 






relative clause 25 
scope 16 
selectional restriction 30 
semantic analysis 30 
semantic class 62,66,75,79,94 
semantic information 57 
semantic network 54 
semantic relationships 53 
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